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scene and try persuasion before a batrebels or the force of federals supos-e1f
ntn GOMPERS' TIME EXTENDED
should be precipitated.
tle
he
Set.
time .'n
to have taken the fipld against
ART.1Y
'Washington,
A
U which Samuel
The morning's news Indicated that
them.
Gompers, Frank Morthe strikers were not bloodthirsty, but
rison and John Mitchell may file apJose M. Maytorena, governor of the
tvere enjoying their temporary ascenstate of Sonora, took a hand in tho
from thely contempt of court
peals
UTA
FORCE
dancy over their former bosses by
sentences was today extended from
northern Sonora situation today when
snooting recklessly and punhing inhe requested General Sanjines to
October 1 to November 1. The men
(
timidation to the limit l forbearance.
maintain a sufficient force of federals
are under jail sentences for viola
were
There
stories of attempted mur
at the El igre mine to protect the
tion of the court's Injunction in the
ders, the aeqtiestiatlon of sixty-fivAmerican company from further ma- Buck's Stove and Range : company
cases of dynamite taken from store
lestation.
case. '
L
No additional details have been re NICARAGUAN INSURRECTCS
MINERS DIG TRENCHES N WHICH houses at the mines, an order for the PROHIBITION
CANDIDATE
DIS
MEXICAN GOVERNMENT
ATDETER
l
arrest of President Moyer, and that
ceived
from Altar, reported last night
FRUSTRATED.
THEY STAND OFF OPPIRATE'S
PLOT
CLAIMS SUPPORT OF COLMINED TO PUT DOWN THE
TEMPT TO STOP ADVANCING
armed miners had been directed by
to have been captured by Yaquis. It
Hong Kong, Sept. 19.- -f Pirates, who
ERATORS.
REVOLUTION
ONEL ROOSEVELT
MARINES
their leaders to shoot deputies to kill.
appears, however, that the Indians
had planned to seize;, the "steamer
Some of these reports are known to
no
in
had
part the capture of the town
Kwaihing while she was bound for
K3 SEITjS DAMAGE IS DIE be false and the others do not come E3ASTS FEOSEOSIVE LEADER Heuagshan, at the .mouth of the FEOTECTin TO EL TIOEE of Boludo, 60 miles west of Santa Ana WISH
CLOM
jIAILlOAO
from responsible sources.
on the southern Paclfio railroad. There
West river, were thwarted today by
are a half dozen Americans at Bolu-dwMoyer Expects Settlement.
the arrival of a warship. On board the
MEN SEEM TO BE ANXIOUS TO
One rumor which created excite SAYS PEOPLE WHO KNOW HIS
IN
THAT
MINING
Including a eon of former Judge OBJECT TO ATTEMPT OF UNITEDKwaihing several confederates of the AMERICANS
ment for a time was that President
RECORD WILL NOT BE
M. Doen of this .city, who
PROTECT PROPERTY" OF
Fletcher
STATES FORCE TO
CAMP
v
were
ASSURED
OF
found
ARE
pirates
fully armed. They
Moyef of the miners, hrfd disappeared
is operating a mine there.
were arrested.'
FOOLED
THEIR EMPLOYERS.
OPEN
ASSISTANCE
after his arrival in Salt Lake and that
The preliminary examination of E.
S. O'Reilly, R. H. O'Keefe and G; J.
Clarence !i Barrow, who stonned in!
SECRETARY TRANSFERRED
on
TEDDY
Lake
bait
his
east
from
Jones
for alleged violation of the'pres-identia- l FRENCH OIELS AEE
the
way
conference
cclds
BASXPOSUECeiQ
AFTER
LEAEER
THE
ccvE:;:n
S. Gib- GOI!
Washington, Set.
coast to deliver a lecture, was not to
proclamation prohibiting; the
son of California, secretary of the
be found at his hotel.
entry of arms into Mexico, was post
HE PROTECTED
THE
DECIDES NOT TO CALL OUT MILITRUSTS
COLLEGE
at Havana who was personally
CONTAINING
FORTY
LARGE BODY OF SOLDIERS poned today Until
Moyer exploded this sensation by
Saturday. The inCAMa
assaulted
AND
TOOK
TAINTED
Maha
named
TIA UNLESS ABSOLUTELY
journalist
by
MAIDENS IS CUT OFF FROM
LEAVES JUAREZ TO CAP.
visiting the offices of Governor Spry
ability of United States Attorney J.
because of his efforts to collect the
PAIGN MONEY
NECESSARY.
E. Morrison to be present caused the
just before the start was made jor
SUPPLIES
TURE DR02C0
Reilly claim, has been transferred to
His conversation with the
Bingham.
delay in the hearing of tne alleged filibe secretary of the legation at Brus
state officials was private, but he rebusters.
Wilmington, Del., Sept. 19. Eugone sels.
Bingham, Utah, Sept. 19. A foreign
Managua, Nicaragua, Sept. 15. vi
Douglas, Ariz., Sept. 19. Cananea
to newspaper men after the W.
marked
San Juan del Sur, Sept. 19. (Delayed
Chaffin, prohibition candidate for
army, fortified and determined, held
was again placed in communication
conference that the strike would be
Attempting to Capture Orozco
in transmission). For the last three
president, said in his speech here yesundisputed possession of the copper,
with the outside world by rail today.
Juarez, Mex Sept. 19. Nearly 1,- - days the
lead and silver mines of Bingham settled, Mr.. Darrow returned to his terday 'that he had heard reportB that
Nicaraguan government
hotel at noon, He may meet Moyer he "had
Tne first train was sent to the copper 000 federal troops with four batterleB forces
NOTABLES
when the second day of the miners'
gone over to Roosevelt."
have
been attacking MaBayar
thiB afternoon as It was he who decamp from Naco Bince the rebels un- of artillery began entrtainlng
here the southern headquarters of tho re"That's not true," he declared, "I
strike for a twenty-fiv- e
cent increase
fended Moyer and other Federation aam
Is
not known over which
der Emilio Campa destroyed
the today. It
a real progressive not a hun;bug
in pay and recognition of their union
army, about 20 miles from
officers in the Steunenberg murder
CLASP HANDS bridges at Villa Verde containing railway or In what direction the volutionary
to paddle into office on a ramdawned.
the capital. The troops succeeded la
trying
trial.
will
which were
It is understood reaching the outskirts of the
proceed.
provisions
becoming troops
shackle rait, constructed of good
While the army, , thousands strong
city,
Militia Not to Be Called. scarce at Cananea. A train load of that General Victoriano Huerta, com forcing the rebels to
planks, bad planks, and beor kegs.
retire to tho
and speaking many tongues, dug
e
Governor
of
the federal forces In the fortress oa Barranca Hill.
was shipped out. mander
bullion
Spry
expressed
Mr. Roosevelt, standing for gome good TYRUS COBB IS INTRODUCED TO copper
breastworks, strengthened its picket luctance at the idea of calling
There are about 300 federal trodps north, who will accompany the expe
GOVERNOR WOODROW
jbngs, is standing for some bad
Major Smedley D. Butler, commandlines and worked out a rough form of militia. It was stated tnat the
Salt
there and the place is in no immedi- dition, is planning a movement to at- ing a battalion of American
He is likewise standing for
WILSON.
marines,
military discipline there was activity Lake companies could be entrained in things.
ate danger of molestation by rebels.
tempt to hem in the rebels under Gen- left Managua
a lot of things the ordinary man doos
to open the natoday
in the offices of the mining company three hours if
The
eral Pascual Orozco, Jr., who are re tional railroad to
pri- not expect at all. Any one who knows
necessary.
Mexican Consul
Ouesta
received
Chicago, Sept. 19. "Plainly
the
Granada on Lake
and the headquarters of the county vate
secretary of General Manager his record of trust protection,
cam- times are changing," declared Gover- word today from J. Flores Magon, porting moving Bouthwest from Ojln-ag- Nicaragua, and to do this It was necwas
Btate
and
officials. There
much
on
the Texas border, where they
Jackllng represented the Utah Copper
scancials, high tariff and reac- nor Woodrow Wilson on his arrival Mexican minister of gobernaclon, that
essary to
As
promiscuous firing from the pits op- company In the conference. The con- paign
met defeat by the federal column of the train pass through Masaya. waa-firehe
fooled
not
will
the
of
in
war
to
here
directed
had
reference
his
the
leadership
secretary
receptionary
today
Masaya It
approached
posite the Utah Copper works this ference was attendee, by Charles H.
men
1,500
under General Trucy Aubert
conversion tions on his tour, which he said were sending of three thousand additional
on by the insurgents and the
by his sudden
About one thousand men Moyer, president of tne Western
morning.
General Huerta and General Aubert
n
':
to
to
measures."
came to a standstllL Tho firnorthern
Sonora
for
""the
troops
ever
popular
he
the
had
engine
sundry
greatest
pur
W
gatherings
were entrenched there. George
are believed to be planning a
of Miners,
talked to since he entered public life. " pose of putting down the revolution
the train was hacked
ing
continuing,
of
the
Utah
Dwyer, superintendent
movement against Orozco, who out of
That the militia shoulu not be called
POSTMASTERS MEET
The governor spoke particularly about in that state. American Consul Dye
range of the rebel guns. Major
Copper company and some of tne out unless all other means of
leads
more
than
1,003 rebels. About Butler sent a note to the
settling
Richmond, Va., Sept. 19. Penny his visits to Minneapolis and St. Paul, has made repeated demands for the 800
Insurgent
bookkeepers, went to the mine and the Bingham strike had been exhaustInfantry and four pieces of heavy commander stating that Ms (jfbject
of
lives
American
and
where
prophe
words
post,
protection
20,000
without
savings
postage,
postal
parcels
spoke
J
have not been molested. All of ty ed and that tne board of conciliation
will
to
defend
be
Juarez.
left
was to open the railroad and that he
the classifica- having prepared a single word.
erty in Sonora, but because of the artillery
property of the mining companies is and arbitration headed by the gover- banks, rural delivery,
General Joaquin Telle V. resident fed- desired to do it
tflass postmasters and
im- continued inactivity of the
federal
tion
of
fourth
The
went
peaceably. The note
democratic
candidate
Utah-Apecomundamaged and the
nor, should leave at once for Blnghan
messwere discussed mediately to the wtwitern headquarters troops now in this vicinity while the eral commander of Juarez, will oc- added that if no answer to
pany is 'working as usual unde. an" to .confer with the strike leaders was various, cither, topics
an
the expedition, leaving
age was received by i o'clock in the
National League of where he talked to a gathering of rebel bands are massing, the an- - company
the
before
today
union.
'tTfeeroent with the
the decision of the goverror'B confer Postmasters of the United States in business men and politicians before announcement from the Mexican cap infantry colaonel in command here.
aafternoon the marines would adDeputy sheriffs are being sent in as ence this morning.
vance. General
Zeledon, the insurconvention here. More than 800 post- the time set for his departure to De- ital apparently failed to arouse any
Cruiser at Tamplco.
fast as they can be recruited. It was
new hope that determined steps would
gent commander, agreed to meat
masters of the third and fourth class troit at 10:30 a. m.
Tampico, Mex., Sept. 18. (Delayed
thought this morning that the sheriff's
creatMajor Butler and talk over the situaare in attendance representing 22,000
BeBides the political side of his vis- be taken against the rebels,-oNEW AUSTRIAN AMBASSADOR
in transmission.) The United States
force would number 250 men by noon
ed
tion tomorrow morning.
any further sense of security on
19. Konstantln Theo-dor- r of the 57,000 postoffices In their clas- it to Detroit the governor looked forVienna,
Sept.
cruiser Dee Moines, Commander
and it was planned to make a flank
American maThe train
ward to another Incident his intro- the part of Americans on the other
Dumba, at present minister to ses,
arrived in port today. The rines is also bearing a
Hughes,,
attack on the rifle pits as soon as sufbide
of
the line.
quantity of
duction to Tyrua Raymond Cobb, the
carrying
was today nominated to sucSweden,
cruiser saluted with 21 funs which Red Cross
ficient force could be mustered and
relief ot
the
for
supplies
The
Detroit
wonder.
baseball
General
goverceed' Baron Hengelmuller von
MRS. CAMPBELL SICK
Sanjines, in command of the was answered by the shore battery.
drive the strikers down the mountain
of Granada, who have been
the
people
nor
in
law
lived
the
19!
and
federal
forces'
in
this
Mrs.
Patrick
as ambassador of
practiced
vicinity,
today
London,
Sept.
Visits were exchanged during the day
into the canyon.
at Washington, Herr Dumba is Campbell, the actress; is said to be same section of Georgia in which announced that he would leave for the by officers of the cruiser and city of- reduced to the last stages of starvaof
the
of
the
tion.
ferocity
Many reports
a wealthy and influential diplomat. He critically ill. Four specialists who Cobb lived. Ralph H. Smith, the rep- south late today with the federals re- ficials.
The Des Moines will proGirls' College is Isolated
strikers, proved, upon investigation Inherited the property of his uncle, a were called differed as to the cause resentative of the national committee maining at Agua Prieta for the purceed to Vera Cruz.
Advices from
this morning, to be exaggerations due Vienna banker and
Nicaragua on last
and
who
from
of
who
was
combined
Ga.,
force
conies
the
two
she
Atlanta,
who
pose
For
illness.
meeting
of
days
her
philanthropist
American bluejackthat
to excitement. It was said that Su- wafe a
said
Monday
Is
now
the
with
of
No
Colonia
rebels
Morelos.
at
governor, plantraveling
great art patron. Baron Hen- unconscious, but today her condUion
Terrazas Says He Is Loyal.
ets and marines had been called upon
perintendent Schilling and his son, gelmuller has represented Austria-Hungar- was reported somewhat improved.
ned the "Georgia reunion."
report -- as received today from the
Long Beach, Calif., SepL 19. Generby the American minister at Managua
Jed of the Utah Copper, were targets
at Washington for 18 years
al Luis Terrezas, former' friend of Mr.
for at least twenty shots when they and was dean of the diplomatic corps
Weitzel, to rescue from famine
of Sonora, MexDiaz and
the pupils of a college for girls
started for the mine. It appeared! there.
ico, conferred today with United
FLAT
who had been Isolated fct
however, that the shots were fired to
Senators William Alden Smith 40
States
intimidate rather than to injure the
days. The college is a French,
and A, B. Fall, who are investigating
HARVESTER CASE DELAYED
men. They were not hit.
institution.
CAR-EN- D
the American sources from which the
AT
TRINIDAD
MORNING
19. Owing to the illA
IN
Chicago,
Sept.
Efforts to open communication with
Mexicon revolution ia said to be drawness of Edgar A. Bancroft, counsel
the entrenched Greek miners have
its sustenance. General Terrazas,
testiing
for
of
the
the
defendants,
taking
AFRAID OF TRUSTS
OF
failed.; A newspaper man who startOF
he was a foe of Madero durt
although
in
the
mony
government's
was
stopMelbourne,
Austraia, Sept. 19. The
ed up the hill toward them
ing the first revolution more than a
suit against the International Harvest
council today passed a res
ned this morning by bullets. jonn
legislative
year ago, said today- that he was'a olution
er company was postponed tcaay,
"I wish to call attention at this time he knew at first hand how working
declaring it desirable that the
Stanopolis, supposed to he one of the
Colo., Sept. 19. Denial of
Trinidad,
supporter of the government at the
for
several
days.
take action to prevent
men
as
as
to
and
needs
government
the
know
commanders of the garrison, attempt- probably
far
live
that
what
to
the
fact
i
are, City of Mexico, because it was the legJIVoodrow
their,
(Statements attributed
American beef combine agents-frothe
men
De
statement
who
on
would
a
of
in
such
his
ed to negotiate today for the entire
nominee,
democratic
part
overwhelming
majority
in
Wilson,
the
ally constituted administration
obtaining a foothold in the comsupply of guns in the Bingham gener- PRnORESSIVES
southern republic.
regard to the progressive party's atti- control both the Steel corporaion and wholly inexcusable. But Mr. Wilson's war-torWINHA
'
and also requesting Uie
abmonwealth,
on
are
r t '.
statement
is
was
oy
based
al store,
trust
made
the
Harvester
trusts
evidently
supporting
the
toward
invlt-eto
tude
be
General Terrazas asked
to
toMr.
pass necessary leg'sla-tio- n
or
government
stract
or
a
Wilson
Taft.
Chief Deputy Steele said at noon
himself
what
Mr.
a
certain
either
reasoning,
Colonel Roosevelt in speech here
to talk oVisr the Mexican war. sit;
to that end. '
in- class of laissez falre political econome
;
are
had
VICTORY IN
that the proposed attack on the fortiWilson
opposing
They
Governor
said
certainly
He
senauation with the United States
day.
I
as
so
fied miners would he postponed until
not
the
mists
as
in
made
and
it
have
were
far
is
only
deed,
know,
written,
made statements which
tors and vehemently denied that he
the governor and his conciliation paraccordance with the tacts. He'said man connected with either organiza- without even considering the work- had any part in financing the Orozco
ty reached the camp and decided upon SECRETARY OF 8TATE PLACES Governor Wilson was quoted as say- tion who is supporting me is Mr. Per- ings of the laws now on the statute revolt against Madero.
STRIKERS, EVADING IHE.-SOTHEIR CANDIDATES ON THE
a course of action. Bingham is quieting in a speech at Sioux Falls, S. D., kins himself. I do not question that books. He says that the legislation
BALLOTS
we
trusts
ate
working-mawould
sincere
of
would
both
work
er this afternoon, than at any time'
heads
the
the
propose
put
CALLS EVANGELISTS GRAFTERS.
that the progressive plan
in the power of the big indussince the strike began.
Chicago, Sept. 19. Evangelism in
for the interests of the large corpo- in supporting Mr. Taft or Mr. Wilson,
DlERS, CHUN TIPPLE
'
.
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 19. Secretary rations and would give them control but I also wish to point out that Mr. trial concerns.
the United States has "degenerated
Just .before President Moyer took
"Has the interstate commerce 'Isw into commercialism, and professional
the train this morning for Salt Lake of State Waite today ruled that the of the market "for labor. Discussing Wilson and Mr. Taft occupy substanto meet the governor he was notified progressive party in Nebraska is en- this,' .Colonel Roosevelt said:
tially the same attitude toward the put the workingman more in tne pow- ism," according to Dr. J. M. Grayt WEST VIRGINIA SITUATION IS
to have the. names of its candiGROWING MORE SER"Mr, Wilson should avoid misstating trusts and this attitude is of such er ot the railroads? If it has, then it dean of the Moody institute, who
by Deputy Sheriff Steele tthat if the titled
IOUS DAILY.
miners were not down from their dates on the ballot at the general facts In order to bolster up his argu- proved harmlessness that I am not in is Mr. Wilson's bustness to advocate spoke before the National Conference
In his speech yesterday he the least surprised that any trust the repeal of the interstate commerce of Evangelists here today.
mountain fortress by noon an attack election. An' objection had been filed ments.
by A. M. Morrissey, candidate for at stated that the method now proposed which objects to honest and effective law. If it has not, and no man with
Charleston, Wi V., Sept. 19. Making"The present day evangelists bewould be made by the deputies.
torney general on the democratio tick-- , by the progressives to regulate the regulation should support either or an atom of sense imagines it has, come so tangled up with 'boosters' their way through a line of sentries,
tt. The objection was based on tne trusts was suggested by Messrs. Gary both of them indifferently as against then Mr. Wilson should, in frank and and hymn book propositions that they incendiaries early today poured oil oa
Governor Gets Busy.
alleged fraudulent nature of many of and Perkins before the committee of me.
,
many fashion," at once admit that ne simply are in a money making busi- the huge tipple ,oi the Carbon Coal
Salt Lake City, Utah, Sept. 19.
the signatures on the petition of the the house of representatives to look
"Mr. Wilson has not offered any he has made a rather absurd mistake. ness," asserted Dr. Gray.
the
at
company in Kanawah county and fired
Noon of the second strike day
"Mr. Wilson is a believer in the outwas destroyed
Methods of finance conducted by the building, which
into the Steel trust. And he suggest- action differing in any essential point
copper mining camp of Bingham progressive party.
Mr. Morrissey declared his Intention ed that it was done to save the United from the action taken by the present worn doctrine of the benefit of unlim- some successful evar.gellsts were de- wiht a loss of $10,000. Attempt
found the governor of Utah, with the
state board of labor conciliation ana to bring an injunction suit to prevent States Steel corporation from the ne- administration against the Standard ited and reckless competition. As a clared to be '"nothing but graft" by has been made to operate the
arbitration breaking speed records the printing of the names on the bal- cessity of doing its biiBiness better Oil trust. The only result of the ac- matter of fact, every wise leader of Rev. Dr. F. E. Taylor, pastor of the mine in defiance of. the striking
tion taken by the present administra- labor and friend of labor knows that First Baptist church of Indianapolis.
miners, who are In the heart of the
than its competitors.
toward the camp, anxious to restore lots.
"When I started out as an evange- martial law districts.
"Neither of these statements is in tion against the Standard Oil trust such unlimited and reckless competiorder before the growing passions of
tion spells ruin for the majority of list," said Dr, Taylor, "another evanSENATOR SULLIVAN ILL
accordance with facts. Not once only, was to legalize that monopoly.
Major James I. Pratt, commanding
the five thousand striking miners and
"Mr. Wilson further said that un- wage workers.
Th;t la why in the gelist invit;ed me to come to bis house, the militia, and Major Thomas Davis,',
New York, Sept. 19, Senator Tint but again and again in messages to
the force of 250 deputy sneriffs should
lead to loss of life or destruction of olhy D. "Big Tim" Sullivan, who ha? congress and in speocu after speech der the progressive platform the cor- progressive platform we advocate the as he said, to 'learn the tricks of the provost marshal, arrived at the scene
;
of the fire later In the day with bloodtie en
ill for some - time, Is said when I was president, 1 advocated porations would control the market for really practical measure for guaran- trade.'
property.
" 'I've got 'em Bklnned a mile in hounds.
The state soldiers in that
Word had come from Bingham that to have collapsed at his wife's funeral the method advocated by the progres. labor and stated that the only chance teeing to the average wage worker, a
If Mr. living wage.
taking an offering,' was one of this section were divided into small searchthe chief deputy in charge had threat- yesterday and is reported today to he sives for handling the trust question, for labor is in competition.
"Mr. Wilson
is championing the evangelist's boasts," continued Dr. ing parties, and, with the bloodhounds,
ened to storm the miners' stronghold In a serious condition. The spn:itir which is practically the principle ap-- j Wilson were a man with a personal
and working knowledge of the condi
Taylor.
"Imagine Wesley or Moo ay are scouring the mountains for the incon the mountain side. It was the de- has been suffering from a nervous plied In the interstate commerce
tions and surrounaings ot labor; if
(Continued on Page Four)
endiaries.
saying that.''
sire of the state officials to get to tne breakdown and diabetes.
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$50;

spurs.

DAY
;

First prize
second prize. $25.
4:00,, Bucking contest, open to all
First prize, $55 Baddle; second prize,
$40 pair scliapps; third prize, $15 pair

changes, half mile each.

.

SPECIAL
TRAIN ; WILL
CARRY
THE VISITORS FROM LAS
VEGAS

Arrangements have been completed
with the Santa Fe railroad to run
a Pumpkin Pie special train out of
Las Vegas for the pumpkin pie celebration at Maxwell on September 28.
This train leaves Las Vegas at 1
o'clock in the morning of the twenty-eighth. A cheap rate has been made
for the occasion.
Maxwell intends
to make this celebration an annual
affair and wishes to show the people
of northern New Mexico what can be
accomplished in this line. A very
elaborate program has been arranged
which will have something doing ev
ery minute from the "time this Las Ve
gas special arrives, until it leaves.
Following is the program.
10:30 a. mv Ball game. Marwell
vs. some good club. Purse $25.
12 noon. Commence serving pump
kin pie and cider.
1 p. m. Race, for girls under 15
years. First prize, $2, second prize,

f

The horse racing and bucking con
tests will be in charge of J. L.
Humphreys, one of the old time cattle
men of this section, and he is sure to
make it a success..
The committee in charge of the pie
baking have undertaken a very large
contract, as they will have baked from
the morning of September 27 until
noon September 28, 3,000 pies. In or
der to do this a very large oven has
been erected ,on the ground and an
expert pie baker hired for this occa
sion. In addition to serving all the
pie that anyone may wish, the purest
apple cider will be served also. In
addition the Ladles' Aid association
of both the Methodist and the Baptist
churches will serve meals on the
'
ground.
MOTOR CYCLE RACE
of
New York, Sept. 19. Devotees
with
forward
are
looking
cycle racing
eager anticipation to the, start tomor
motor cycle race
row of the

at the stadium motordrome at Bright
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At a meeting of the special committee of the republican etate central
committee, held in Santa Fe yesterday,
Hon. W. D, Murray of Silver City,
was appointed treasurer of the state
central committee, the position long
held by the late isolomon Luna.
The meeting of the special committee, which had for Its purpose the
election ' of officers of ihe central

committee and executive ' committee,
was well attended, every
member
save Eufraclo S. Gallegos of Union
county being present
Plans for the campaign were dis
cussed and the preliminary work out
lined. It was decided that headquar
ters will be maintained in Santa Fe
In charge of Chairman Herbert W,
Clark. The matter of the selection of
a secretary was taken up but no de
cision was reached. It is the desire
of the committee to secure a man of
unquestioned ability for this position
and one who is In a position to devote
a large portion of his time to the

The contest will be the
first of its kind ever staaged in this
country. The competitors will include
teams representing England, France,
Canada, Germany and the United
States. Arthur Chappie of New, York
$1.00.
and Charlie Spencer of Springfield,
the United
1:15 p. m. Race, for boys under 15 Mass. will represent
to $5, work.
amounts
The
list
States.
second
First
prize
years.
prize.
prize $2;
$1.00.
500, of which the winning team will
The members of the "committee,
1:30. 100 yard dash open. First receive $2,500 and a gold cup emble which was appointed at the state con-- ;
matic of the world's championship.
vention in Albuquerque
last week,
prize $5; second prize $2.50.
are: State Chairman Herbert W.
1:45. Horse race, quarter mile,
Clark, National Committeeman Charles
running. First prize, $25; second
A. Spless, Candidate for Congrea
BIG SALE OF INDIAN LANDS.
prize, $15; third prize, $10.
2:00. Climbing greased pole, $1.00.
Lander, Wyo Sept. 10. There was Nathan Jaffa and Candidates for Pres2:15. Horse race, 300 yards, ponies opened here today, under the direc- idential Electors Matt Fowler of
only. First prize, $15; second prize, tion of the department of the interior, Grant, Levi A. Hughes of Santa Fa.
the first of a series, of public auctions and Eufracio S, Gallegos of Union. Mr.
$10; third prize, $5.
2:3d. Pumpkin rolling contest 50 for the disposal of 1,500,000 acres of Gallegos was on his sheep ranches,
yards. . First prize $2; second prize, Indian lands. The; land comprises one hundred miles from the railroad,
'
$1.00.
portions of the old Shoshone and and coujd not be reached. ,
,
2:45. Horse race, open to all, hall Crow reservations in" Wyoming, Utah
"How's your Insomnia, Slocum?"
mile. First prize,' $25; second prize, and Montana. The eale here Is to be
"Worse and worse! I can't even
followed by similar sales at Provo,
$15; third prize $10.
N
3:00. Relay horse
race.
sleep when it's time to get up."
Three Utah, and Billings, Morit.
on Beach.
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Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 1
The
grand Jury has failed to bring in true
bills against Jose P. Lucero, Manuel
Cordova, Luis R. Montoya and Julian
Trujillo the four men, in the limeiigui uunng me recent session oi tne
legislature, because of the charge made
against them of accepting bribes.
Judge Abbott referred the cases back
to the grand jury but again the jury
failed to Indict, whereupon the. court
referred all four cases to the ,iext
'
grand Jury.
The news-o- f
the failure of the
grand Jury to bring in true bills in
these eases was the topic of converea.
Hon around the court house today.
The grand jury also failed to indict
in the case of the State vs. Isias Ala- rid, who was charged with cuttin;
with a knife. The case was referred
by the court to the next grand jury
A number of interesting cases were
'
disposed of. O. E. McClain was 'found
guilty of forgery after the jury had
been out but a few minutes. McClain
was formerly in the employ of Terri
torial Engineer Charles D. Miller. Serf- fence was not pronounced.
In the case of the State vs. Joe
Vergolio, charged with assault with
deadly weapon, an error In the indictment of the court led the judge to
take the case from the jury and sustain Attorney G. Volney Howards' mo'
tion fo dismiss.
;
The grand jury indicted William
Cranford for robbing a store at Hyer
and Cranford pleaded guilty. He was
given two years in the reform school.
Manuel Roybal y Lopez was also indicted for larceny of neat cattle.
A case bristling with fine legal
points now being heard by Judge Abbott is that of Estafana Sandoval de
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Lopez vs. Jacob Armljo for damages.
Attorney Nelll B. Field of Albuquerque
is appearing for the defendant.
In- Session
Eight Days.
The grand jury has been in session
eight days and during that period re- 1
turned twelve true bills and examined
74 witnesses. The Jury investigated
28 separate cases and found but little crime In the county of Santa Fe.
The jury returned seveli no true bills,
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MEN WHO CREATED SENSATION
AT LEGISLATURE MAY ESCAPE TRIAL. '
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The district court has drawn a Jury
every day and the dockets are being
rapidly cleared.

J. M. Cunningham,

Frank Springer,
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Hosklns, Cashier.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

THE CAPITAL
,

Santa Fe, N. M Se9t.
nor McDonald has appointed James
Seligman and Colonel Rlalph E.
Twitchell members of the board of
regents of the New Mexico museum
to succeed R. B. Corwin and Charles
F. Lummis, who are not eligible owing to their residence in Another state.
Mr,
a mtrcant of
Seligman is
this city and has taken a lively interest in ' the history of Santa Fe.
Colonel Twitchell Is the noted histo
rian whose two superb volumes on
the history of New Mexico have won
praise all over the English reading

Last Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
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When tasting Instant Postum many believe that it contains tome coffee, but it
is guaranteed pure, wholesome and absolutely free from coffee, the drug, "cai- feine" or any other harmful element

No Boiling Required
Instant Postum saves time and trouble, it is made instantly by stirring a tea
spoonful in a cup of hot water and adding cream and sugar to taste.

Grocers sell Instant Postum
100-cu-

tins at

50c.

If your grocer doesn't have

50-cu- p.

postage a.nd we will send you a

" There s a
Made by Postum Cereal Co.,

tins at 30c.

Instant Postum send a 2c. stamp

Reason11

5-c- up

sa.mple free.

for Postum

Ltd., Pure Food Factories, Battle Creek, Mirh.

International ; Dry Farming congress
u iethebridge. Alberta, Canada. They
are: Fred W. Jones of Clovls; W. T.
Conway of Las Graces ; Alexander Mc
pherson of Roswell, and J. D. Tins-leof Albuquerque.
Sees the Roads
State Engineer French Is back from
a trip to the southern part of the state
inspecting roads. , With him went
Land 'Commissioner
Mr.
Ervlen.
French said they motored to Alamo-gordentrained , for El Paso and
thence west to Las Cruces motoring
from' the city to San Agustin pass. He
found the roads to Enclno and Duran
splendid suitable for speeding In
their machine but the road between
Tularosa and Three Rivers was very
bad.,
Admitted to Practice
J. A. Miller attorney of Albuquer
que, was admitted to practice in the
United States district court for New
y

Postum Contains No "Caffeine"

.

President
Vice President

D. T. Hoskins

Interest Pa.ld

The governor has named delegates
to the seventh annual session of the

Flavour is always uniform
rich and mild, quite like the flavour of

Win. G. Ilaydon
H. W, Kelly

Treasurer

world.

Costs less and tastes better than much of the coffee used nowadays.

v

Office witl) the San Miguel National Bank

fo

Mexico.

:

unaware that besides being an author
ity on the intricacies of the law and
the subtleties of baseball he is also
the possessor of a fine artistic sense.
The assistant attorney general is displaying this sense to advantage In the
decorating of the rooms of his new
office in the capltol. Not a picture Is
hung on the walls until every epeeK
oi' dust is removed from the frame
and glass, and until the lawyer's eagle
eye has decided that the work of art
will have the proper lighting.
TO COLLEGE AT 74

University of Kansas, Sept. 19.
With the hundreds of youthful high
school graduates who will seek ad
mission to the University of Kansas
next week will oome one applicant
26
who had already lived though
years at the time the university was
'

Game Protection
organized In 1864.
Game Warden de Baca has returned
November 14, 1838, was the birthday
from, a trip to the north of the state of this newest varsity student,
In the interests of fish protection.
Augustine Munson, Sr., of Mound
He will give out the details of his City, Kansas. A graduate of Wesley-a'
trip later. It is said he found sevuniversity In the class of 1867, he
eral matters requiring immediate at- received his master of arts degree
tention.
from the same Institution in 1870 and
Has Artistic Taste
'n 1882 two divinity degrees from
A good many friends of Assistant Yale.
Mr. Munson explains his desire to
Attorney General Clancy are perhaps
WU-lin-

n

on Deposis

continue his education In spite of his
BURGLARY IN DEMINQ
74 years by the desire "to be busy
Deming, N M., Sept 19. The gent's
in the very best way and to keep the
furnishing store of Claris and Tldmore-omind awake and active."
He will
Gold avenue, was burglarized Suntake work In the correspf;ndence-studday night 'An iron bar on the back
department of the university exten- window was broken and the window
sion division
was raised to allow the entrance. Sev-ersuits of clothes and an overcoat
BROTHERHOOD OF ST, ANDREW. were taken, aa well as
neckwear and.
Toronto, Ont., Sept. 19. Several Jewelry,
amounting in aH, to over $2Qt.
hundred delegates, including many There is no clue as to who
the misleading men both in the Anglican creant Is.
church and also the Protestant Episcopal church of the United States,
If you knew of the real value
of
gathered in this city today for the Chamberlain's Liniment for lame-back- ,
soreness
of
the
of
opening of the annual convention
muscles,
rheumatic pains, you wouldsprains
never
the Brotherhood of St. Andrew m and
wish to be without it For
sale by
Canada.
The meeting will continue all dealers.
until Sunday. In addition to the many
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Canadians of note who will' address
Notice is hereby given tnat
the convention, there will be several
Bias
from Great Britain, Including the Sanchea and Mrs. Maximlana
8. OrRight Rev. Dr. Talbot, Lord Bishop tega have been appointed administrators of the estate of the
of Winchester.
late Fran-Cisc- o
S. Ortega. All persons
having
YORK ACADEMY 125 YEARS OLD. olaims against the estate will
pre.
York, Pa., Sept. 19 The York Coun- sent them to the above named adminty Academy, one of the oldest schools istrators. In all matters pertainln
of its kind In America, celebrated its to the estaate call on or
address Bias
one hundred and twenty-fiftanniver- Sanchez, Wagon Mound, N. M
'
ELAS SANCHEZ,
sary today. Many visiting educators
of note participated in the anlversary
MAXIMIANA S. ORTEGA,
11
exercises.
Administrators.
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E. H. Davis was the agent during that
year. Mr. Davis afterward had charge
of. the refrigeration service.-

IBM TOPEKANS

IG TIMBER SALE

Right of Way War Is On.
Cheyenne, Sept. 19 A railroad war
in Wyoming between the Burlington
and the Northwestern railroads may
be a result of action taken by the
Northwestern in ordering workmen
employed by thn Burlington to stop
ONE IS A WOMAN WHO HAS BEEN work on the building of the BurlingIN THE EMPLOY OF THE
ton's new gulf to coast line on the
ROAD 21 YEARS.
Northwestern right of way into Pow-

GET

ONNAHONAL

POSITIONS

FORESTS
CALIFORNIA
COMPANY
TRACTS TO PURCHASE

'

Topeka, Kan., Sept. 19. Employes
of the Santa Fe in Topeka took leading honors in the pension distribution
of the road announced today. Eight
employes in this city have been placed
on the pension roles. This includes
Mrs. Clara J, Burgess, the first woman

,

'
to receive a Santa Fe pension.
The list follows:
Mrs, Clara J. Burgess, stenographer,
in the local freight office at Topeka.
Mrs. Burgess enjoys the unique distinction of being the only woman pensioner on the Santa Fe's payroll. She
lias been In. the company's employ for
21 years.
,
C. J. Swason, clerk in the motive
power accounting department at Topeka, was born on December 28, 1859,
at Frodinge, Sweden, and entered the
service of the Santa Fe In September,
1890, as clerk In the mechanical department, where he has been employ-

...

.

,

ed continuously.
Charles F. Miller, carpenter, Topeka
shops. Mr. Miller was born on May
1, 1845, at Dunyig, Germany,' and entered the service of the Santa Fe on
June 19, 1888, as a laborer In the
round house at Topeka.
Frederick Wahl, cabinetmaker, To- peka, was born on June 19, 1841, at
Scherzhelm Baden, Germany, and en
tered the service of the Santa Fe on
November 3, 1886, in the shops at Topeka, where he has since been conj
stantly employed.
Daniel Warren, patternmaker, Tope
ka shops, was born on April 2, 1835, in

.

.

Fishkill, N. Y., and entered the ser
vice of the Santa Fe on April 19, 1880,
as a carpenter in the Topeka shops
where he has since been continuously
employed. At the age of 77 years and
5 months he was one of the very oldest men in' the employ of the Santa
;
Fe.;
Herman Dreyer, cabinetmaker, Topeka. He was born on August 31,
1842, at Neustrelltz, Germany, and
the service of the Santa Fe on
September 23, 1890, as cabinetmaker
In the Topeka shops, where he has
since been continuously employed.
A. Chamberlain, claim adjuster,
was born on September 9, 1851, at
111., and entered the service of
the Santa Fe on, ApriJ 1, 1884, as special agent In the claim department at
Topeka. He has been granted a pension of $3540 per month.
W. B. Trowbridge, baggagemaster at
Topeka, was born on June 22, 1847,

d

a

der river.
The Burlington has its tracks laic?
to within eight miles of Powder river
and the line would have been completed within a week had it not been
for the action of the Northwestern.
It is said that as a result of this ac
tion the Burlington will push its own
road to Orin Junction anu will give
up its plans of using the Northwest'
ern right of way.'
line
is
The hew Burlington
completed from Thermopolis to within eight
miles of Powder river, a distance of
75 miles.

"Unit" System On Harrlman.
The final dissolution of long standthe Union
ing agreements between
Pacific, Southerrn Pacific, Oregon
Short Line and the
lines has been completed. The
"unit system" of operation of these
properties has also been made permanent It is understood that the disso'
lution is to remove the governmei
objection to combinations of parallel
railroads.
The "unit system" was established
last spring, when each of the roads
named was equipped with its own individual presidest and organization.
Each corporation has since operated
every mile of its own trackage. The
successful maintenance of the "unit
system" will be offered In disclaiming
any merger agreement in the event
that the pending appeal before the supreme court of the United States in
the suit filed by the government results in a reversal of the circuit court
of appeals, which gave Judgment In
favor of the railroad system.
Oregon-Washingto- n

'

Corn Yield Must Increase.

The yield of corn per acre must be
increased or the ownership of farms
will pass to wealthy corporations, says
Professor H. M. Cottrell, agricultural
commissioner of the Rock Island lines,
in as editorial in the Southwest Trail
fof September. Only corporations
will be able to work Ian- - nn low returns, he thinks. He points out that,
while land In corn states has been in
creasing rapidly in selling value, the
productivity of much of it has been
decreasing rapidly The result is that
land id the most fertile
parts of the west is barely giving a
net annual return of 4 per cent.
high-price- d

Kouns Calls Safety Meeting.
Chicago, Sept. 19. Railroad men
from all parts of the country will
meet 'in Kansas City October 19 to at
at Tully, Onondaga county, N. Y., and tend a convention called to consider
entered the service of the Santa Fe in safety rules in railroad operations. C
August, 1882, as a ward clerk. He will W. Kouns, general manager of the
receive a monthly allowance of $23.30.' Santa Fe road at Topeka, will pre
side.
,
First Topeka Depot a Relic.
-

:'

J. F. Jarrell in banta Fe Employes'
Magazine The first depot built at Topeka was later moved to Benson,
Ariz., remaining there until the present Southern Pacific depot was built,
when it was bought and removed to
a point near Fuller's ranch by a Mr.
Forsytbe. It now stands near the
track of the New Mexico & Arizona
railroad, and is not used for railroad
purposes, being considered one of the
historic relics of the early days In
Kansas and Arizona.
The Santa Fe has had only three
station agents In Topeka. The first
was 0. W. Sherrey, who held the position from the time the road entered
Topeka until his death in 1872, when
the late W. C. N. Garvey served until
bis death last month, with the exception of a year when he was in Denver.

NOTABLE WEDDING IN WINNIPEG
Winnipeg, Man., Sept. 19. A wed
ding of note here today was that of
Miss Maude Matheson, daughter of
the Most Rev. Archbishop ' Matheson,
primate of all Canada, and Harold
Wynne Trenholme of this city, son of
Judge Trenholme of Westmount, Que
.
bec.
.

'

WILDER BRIGADE REUNION.
Mattoon, 111., Sept. 19 The annual
reunion of the Wilder brigade took
place here today with a large number
of veterans in attendance, including
General John T. Wilder of Tennessee
and Major James A. Connelly of
Springfield, 111. The city was decorated in honor of the veterans and tne
citizens turned out to welcome them.

CON-

FEET
Washington, D. C, Set. 19. Chief
Forester Graves is on his way to San
Francisco to make final arrangements
under which a California lumber company will purchase 800,000,000 feet
of timber on the Sierra National Forest.
The timber has already been
awarded, after public advertisement,
to the highest bidder but under the
terms of the advertisement the final
signing of the contract will not take
place until the company has been
shown on the ground what timber the
government will reserve from cutting
in order to preserve good forest conditions and provide for reproduction.
The company will be allowed its
.full 800,000,000 feet, .but naturally it
will not be allowed to cut clean. As
a rule the Forest Service reserves
of the forest
something like
stand in applying forestry on government holdings. A marking board
made up of one man sent fromwash-- "
ington, one from the district office In
San Francisco, and the local Forest
Supervisor will carefully mark a sample area, to show how the restrictions
on cutting will he applied, Representatives of the company will then
go over this area, after which Chief
Forester Graves and his assistants
will, it is expected, make final ar- rangments with the company in San
Francisco, and the contract of sale
will be signed.
Mr.
said
"The Forest Service,"
Graves in speaking of this sale, "has
received a number of Inquiries whether fa selling so much timber to a single purchaser the government may not
be opening the way to a monopolistic
control of the local lumber markets.
disturbed
Other correspondents
lest the sale prove 'bad bargain to the
government through the rise in value
of the timber in the twenty-twyears
during which the company will cut.
"Such large and Jong time sales of
National Forest timber as that to the
California company are a, new development in the Forest Service. Great
bodies of mature but Inaccessible
timber can be put on the market pnly
if sale
contracts are let on terms
which will justify a very heavy initial investment in transportation facilities.
In entering into such contracts, however, special safeguards to
protect the public against monopoly
and to prevent an undue speculative
profit to the purchaser are employed.
"The National Forests contain, In
0
all, the equivalent of nearly
feet of timber now of merchantable size, besides young growth
for future harvest. Because of its remoteness from market and the wild,
mountainous country, without transportation facilities, in which most of
it lies, only a small per centage canj
now be sold on any terms. Most of
it would cost more to get It out than
it would bring. The sale of les3 than
of one per cent of ur total
supply to one company leaves ,plenty
of room for competition
by other

...

one-thir- d
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600,000,-000,00-

one-fift- h

companies.
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BILIOUSNESS AND CONSTIPATION
BETTER THAN CASTOR OIL, CALO MEL OR CATHARTICS TO CLEANSE
YOUR STOMACH, LIVER AND 30 FEET OF BOWELS.
HARM-- t
,

.

LESS LAXATIVE FOR MEN, WOMEN

Piimiive folks did not need laxatives. They lived outdoors, ate plenty of fruit, and all of their food was
coarse, We modern people are different. We exercise too little, eat
little fruit, and our food is too fine
too rich.
We simply .can't have our ten yards
of bowels clogged up, liver choked
with sour bile and stomach full of
foul 'effete matter and feel well. It
means that the food, and waste retained In the stomach and thirty' feet
of bowels ferments decays. The decay creates poisons, gases and acids,
and those poisons are sucked Into the
blood through the very ducts Intended to suck in the nutriment. Then
we have sick headache, became dull,
bilious, tongue coated, nervous, meals
don't digest, and we fell miserable all
over. So we must make our choice.

AND

CHILDREN.
)

i

i

"

el.

We must live
like primtive folks,
else we must take artificial means to
move the excess bile and waste mat
er on and out of the system
The safest, most harmless and ef
fective stomach,
liver and bowel
cleanser and regulator for men, wo
men and children Is delicious Syrup
of Figs, which doesn't irritate, gripe
or weaken. Its effect is the effect of
luscious figs, senna and, aromatlcs.
Don't think you are drugging yourself. Syrup of Figs can be constantly
used without harm.
Ask your druggist for "Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Senna," and see
on the label that it is prepared by
The California Fig Syrup company.
This is the only genuine the old
reliable. , Refuse, with contempt, the
Fig Syrup imitations sometimes offered to deceive you.

THREE

PLAYS AND PLAYERS

f

Edith Helena is reported to be singing In vaudeville.
Edward Emery has been engaged
for the cast of "June Madness."
One of Gus Edwards' latest finds is
Mlle. Mona, "a dancing violinist."
Mrs. Louis James has decided to re.
main in vaudeville for another year.
lic, without endangering future sup
, "Little Boy Blue" will begin Irs sec- plies through overcutting. It will al: ond season at NewarK late this month.
v. r.ys be true, however, that
vastly the .Gertrude Dallas has replaced Kath-erin- e
Kaelred in the cast of "The
greater part of our timber sales will
lie to small purchasers, who are fa
Daniel Frohman has accepted a one-acvored wherever possible.
Monopoly
is impossible as long as the door is
play called "Trapped," by Frede-- kept open for such purchasers. Out of lck Arnold Kummer.
"The Garden of Allah" is reported
over 5,000 soles made in the fiscal
year 1911, about forty .were for ovei to have Had "the biggest ,kind of an
$5,000 worth of timber to a single opening". In Chicago.
''
R. C. Carton's Engligh play of the
All men look pleased when they smoke
purchaser."
newly rich, entitled "The Bear Leadthis choice tobacco for all men like the rich
LA
ers," has been sold to America.
quality and true, natural flavor
BEST BOWEL
Mme. Simone , Is to have a play
"QASCARETS"
CLEANSER.
called "The Modern Way," by Mac
donald Hastings, the young author of
Headache, Sour Stomach, Biliousness "The New Sin."
,
:1
and Bad Taste Gone By Morning.
Lulu Glaser has recently pone Jnu,
vaudeville with a musica1 piece called
Furred tongue, bad taste, indiges- "First Love," the work of
V
Raymond
tion, sallow skin and miserable head- Peck and Anatole Friedlander.
aches come from a torpid liver and
The author of "The Angelus" Is
which cause your said to be a priest, a graduate of
clogged bowels,
h
stomach to become filled with undicollege, who veils his Identity
Smoked in pipes by thousands of men everywhere
gested food, which sours and ferments under a pen name for obvious reaknown to cigarette smokers as "the makings."
like garbage in a swill barrel. That's sons.
' We
take unusual pride in Liggett
Myert Duke's
the first step to untold misery IndiNazimova
will begin her . season
Mixture.
is our leading brand of granulated tobacco
It
foul
bad
"The
with
breath,
yellow
gestion,
gaBes,
Marionettes," and later" on
and every sack we make is a challenge to all other toDacco
skin, mental fears, everything that is she will appear In a dramatization of
manufacturers. Every 5c sack of this famous tobacco
horrible and nauseating. A Cascaret Robert Hichen's' "Bella Donna."
1
contains one and a half ounces of choice granulated
"A Strange Woman," William A.
give your constipated
tonight will
tobacco, in every way equal to the best you can buy at any
bowels a thorough cleansing and Hurlbut'8 play, written with Mrs.
price, and with each sack you get a book of cigarette
straighten you out by morning. They Piske in mind as the heroine, will
papers pltEE.
work while you sieep a 10 cent bov be used by Mrs. Leslie Carter this seaIf you hava not smoked the Duke's Mixture made by the
from your druggist will keep you feel- son.
Liggett $ Myert Tobacco Co. at Durham, N. C, try it now.
;
'
At the end of the present month
ing good for months. Millions of men
Get a Camera with the Coupons
and women take a Cascaret now and William H. Crane will begin his fif
Save the coupons. With them you can get all sorts of valu
then to keep their stomach, liver and tieth season on the American stage.
able presents articles suitable for young and
old t men, women, boys and girls. You'll be
bowels regulated. Don'.t forget the He will continue to play "The Senaioi
delighted to see what you can get free withchildren their little insjQes need a Keeps House."
out one cent of cost to you. Get our new
good, gentle cleansing, too.
illustrated catalog. At a special offer, uw
Mary Shaw, who Is now on the way
will tend it free daring September and
to complete recovery from a recent
Uctober only, i our name and address
bad
With
Henhas
a
written
fall,
play
MEETING OF SECRETARIES.
on a postal will bring it to you.
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 19. Repre- ry Irving Dodge, author of "The High
Coupons from Dukt's Mixture mnv h
sentatives of commercial clubs, boards er Court." ,
sorted with lairs from HORSE SHOE. J.
is
Eddie
1.1PI3U.I-in
New
in
trouble
York
NAlUKAi. LEAK. GRANFoy
in
of trade and similar organizations
GER TWIST, coupons from FOUR
for allowing "the seven little Foys" to
KOSES (10c tin double coufmn), PICK
nearly all of the principal cities of the
PLUG CUT. PIEDMONT CIGARfiddle west rounded up In this city appear and sing upon the stage with
ETTES, CliX CIGARETTES,
and
ether tags or coupons issued by us.
seven
him.
"the
little
Incidentally
today for the annual convention of
V
Premium Dept.
I
the Central Association of Commer- Foys" made a big hit.
While Hauptmann's native town
cial Club secretaries.
The meeting
will last three days and will be devot- snubbed him by refusing him Its free
ST. LOUIS. MO
ed to the discussion of transportation, dom on his fiftieth birthday, Engcivic improvement, publicity methods, land Is preparing to present Mme.
industrial develop- Bernhard with a signed memorial on
trade extension,
her birthday, October 23.
ment and kindred topics
Will H. Vodrey, a colored man, conn
Use Foley
prevents croup. We have five chil- condition's that causa
posed the music for "The Girls in dren and always give them Foley's
Kidney Pills for all kidney and bladKENTUCKY CAMPAIGN OPEN.
He composes all the Honey and Tar Compound for a cold, der troubles and urinary iregularltles.
Happyland."
Lexington, Ky., Sept. 19 The demo- scores for
the Hurtig shows, and Is un- and they are all soon well. We would They are safe and reliable. They
cratic presidential campaign in Kender contract, it is said, not to pub- not be without It in our house." 0. help quickly and permanently. In
G. Schaefer and Red Oross Drug Co. the yellow package.
tucky was formally opened here toO. G. Schaefer
lish any of the scores.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
day with a monster parade, followed
Mile. Dazie, the dancer, who Is now
The implicit confidence that many
by a big barbecue and "burgoo" feast in
"The Merry Countess," Is to make people have in Chamberlain's Colic,
at Woodland Park. Thousands of
debut
as an actress at a matinee Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
her
is
democrats from allt sections of tne
T. L. Parks, Murrayville, Ga,, Route
founded on their
in the
1, is in his 73rd year, and was recent-l-y
state attended the demonstration. performance of "The Master of the use of that remeryexperience
knowand
their
House." She wishes to make a test
cured of a had kidney and bladder
ledge of the many remarkable cures
Speaker Champ Clark, Senator Gore
He says himself: "I hare
of her capabilities as an actress.
of colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that trouble.
of Oklahoma and Senator Kern of Insuffered with my kidneys.
My back
, For sale by all deaJ-erit
effected.
has
diana were among the notable party
ached and I was annoyed with blad- N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has usJ.
Mrs.
der irregularities. . I can truthfully
leaders who contributed to the ora- ed
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
say ,one 60c bottle of Foley Kidney
torical program.
tor years, and says she always recomA really effective klrtnav una hind. Pills cured me
conmends it to her friends. "It never der medicine must first, stem thn nmv. tain no habit entirely." They
forming drugs. O. G.
fails to cure our coughs and colds and ress of the disease and then cure the Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
one-eight- h
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"The timber which has been sold to
the California company lies well back
in the Sierra Nevada mountains and
will require the construction of 70
miles of standard-guagrailroad to
Since this road
open up the area.
will also open up other National Forest timber and will be a common car
creates another safeguard
rier. It
against monopoly. The company is
given a cutting period of twenty-twyears to remove the timber, besides
an additional two years for the con
struction of logging and manufactur
ing facilities. The sale was publicly
advertised for six months in order to
give an opportunity for all who wished to compete for the contract to
make bids, as is done in all large National Forest sales.
"No business organization - would
undertake the heavy investment necessary in Buch cases unless he handling of a large body of timber and a
sufficient period in which to remove
It under practicable logging dondi-tiot- t
are assured. The great difficulsales Is
ty in- making such long-terto establish a price that will be fair
to both sides. No one can foresee
future conditions well enough to know
what stumpage will be worth ten, fifteen or twenty years hence,
e

o

"SYRUP OF FIGS" FOR INDIGtSTION,

"For several years the Forest Service has been, selling In the neighborhood of a million dollars worth of National Forest stumpage per year, but
this combined with what is cut for
free use is only about
of
what might be cut without reducing
the permanent stock of the Forests.
The supply will be kept up through
growth. Iiy making long-tersales
it will be possible to greatly Increase
the, amount available for present
needs of the timber consuming" pub-

19, 1912.

the terms of sale
"Consequently
provide for the readjustment of stumpage prices every five years. The ba
sis for fixing the prices will be, in
each case the prices of manufactured
lumber In the markets where the
timber la sold during the preceding
two years.

And
Many Unsuccessful
Worse Suffering Often Follows. Mrs. Rock's Case
A - Warning.
The following letter from Mrs. Orville
Rock will show how unwise it is for women to submit to the dangersof a surgical
operation when often it may be avoided
by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. She was four weeks in
the hospital and came home suf-

fering worse than before.
Here is her own statement.

Paw Paw, Mich. "Two years ago I
suffered very severely with a displace
ment I could not
be on my feet for a
long time. My physician treated me for
several months without much relief and
at last sent me to
Ann Arbor for an operation. I was there
four weeks and came
home suff eringworse
M y
than before.
mother advised me to
try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and I did. Today I am well and
strong and do all my own housework. I
owe my health to Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound and advise my
friends who are afflicted with any female
Mrs. Orville
complaint to try
Rock, R. R. No. 6, Paw Paw, Michigan.
, If you are ill do not
drag along until
an operation is necessary, but at once
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
For tlu'rty yer,rs it has been the standard remedy for women's ills, and has
restored the health of thousands of suffering. women. Why don't you try It ?

0&

it"

ADVERTISED
H

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
,
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, nor
only in making the goods right,. but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
'
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade
name,( but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer of manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness. '
'

,

-

(i

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

I

I

I
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I
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ages, that Mr. Wilson sees in comThe surpetition are fully evident.
ESTABLISHED 1879
.; vey report on the ' conditions of this
plant is that in no other plant in the
country are' conditions worse for
!
Publised By
the workmen; than they are here
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
"Mr. Wilson Bad Mb followers neg
(Incorporated)
lect the, human element in industry.
Our proposal is to exercise governM. M. PADGETT....
..EDITOR mental control, over corporations and
make
servants of the people. In
.r''
the two great industries of your town, COUNCIL hoi.
EMPOWERS COMMITTEE
Mr. .Rockefeller is dominant in one
TO CONTRACT
WITH
and Mr. Guggenheim in the other."
POWER COMPANY.
Governor (Wilson's proposal, Colonel
Entered at the postofflce at East Rocsevelt-- i
would benefit Mr.
Better lighting for the city streets
Las Vegas, New Mexico, lor transmis- Rockefeller paid,
ai)d; ,Mr. Guggenheim by likely will be a
reality within the next
sion through the United States mails
preventing the, government from exer several months. At its regular mpst-in3 second class matter.
cising, ;effective control over them.
last night the city council empowered the water and light committee,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
which consists of Messrs Hays,
Dally, by Carrier:
and Stern, to contract with the
.05
Fer Copy
Las
Vegas
Light and Power company
15
One Week
for a suitable system of street illumi.65
One Month
nation, provided the annual expense
7.50
One Year
does not exceed $2,000 and the conDally by Mail
tract does not have a life of ovw five
:
One Year

19, 1912.

ed to be lenient with Mr. Blchl for a
short time, giving 'him an opportunity
to comply with the ctly ordinance.
Alderman Raynolda, chairman of
the finance committee, reported that
the Las Vegas Sewer company was
having difficulty In securing the data
necessary before turning over its
plant to the city. The company cannot make the transfer until such time
as all the stockholders have oeen Located. The secretary has not succeed
CHESTER
ed in finding several of the holders of! AWAITS

ITER LlfiillluTi
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STREETS

shares

In

the institution

The

coun-- j

cil decided to use' every means pos-- j
iUJB io asS18i me sewer company, as

CALMLY

OF

HIS

id-jus-

Wie-gan-

:

ORDERSDRAYME
OCCUPY

CHICAGO BOARD
.tcfent re
Chicago, Sept. 13,-- IhuI
ponse which cables made to strengti
on this side turned the- wheat markel
today downward. A backset in corn
prices counted, too, against the bulls,
The opening was unchanged to V
lower. December started at?'9114''to

wag easy with
"hade under last

Jit

iaik--

l
in oaU
easy fteii5
in
other c
on account of drprennioft
DDo.
Oats, Septto 2' 815,5 sagged
yg lower a.t'jl
to
Provisions rose with- hogs. First
sales were 2'i to 10 cents Mxher. Janfor pork;
to $IS-2uary $18-110.42'4Q10.45 for lard and $9.77
to $9. SO for ribs. The closing quotations for the day were:
Dec.
Wheat, Sept.

34,

m.

j

91,' the same as last:tilKht to
cent down and fell to 4J1. " The cIobh
net lower for
was steady but

-

91;

71;
33;

'

910.

D2.
34.

Pec.
Corn, Sept.
Oec.
Oats, Sept.
Pork, Sept $1.S0.
Lard, Sept $10.90.
Ribs, Sept. $10.C770.

''

'

clou

An

'
Bo8ton gept 19.ehe8ter s Jor December
dan, who killed his wife four years
Corn suffered a decline owing to
go mis month, has been taken from predicted frosts falling to appear.
the jail in East Cambridge to the
pents to
opened
state prison in Charestown, there to, cents off at 52
to 52 and Teaeted
a wan aeatn in the electric chair in
accordance with the sentence of the
court. According to this sentence the
noted prisoner, whose case has attracted country-wid- e
attention, will be
Put to death early in the coming
week.

i. ia
uttnonai j uiai me uansier occur at an early date in order to t
the sewer assessments. Mr.
Raynolds reported the general fund
of the ctly greatly diminished and
advised caution In expenditures.
............I
The council instructed the street
arid alley committee to notify property 'owners along the route of the
....
old acequia .on Ninth street to appear before the council and give cause
...16.00
the old board walk covering the
years.
why
brother-in-laJordan is
3.00
tlx Months
of Jesse
This action was t, taken after Mr. ditch should not De condemned. The
Livermore, the young ' Wall street
had
is
in poor condition. Attention
Hays
caused to be read to the walk
Plunger, who Is reputed to have made
council a letter from W, P. South was called to the fact that it is dan- WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
several million dollars In cotton specof
the Las Vegas Light serous for pedestrians to use the ulation some
ard, manager
GROWER
years ago. For four
COUNCIL WILL NOT TOLERATE and Power
company,
12.00
stating terms walk. If the proDer ordinances cnur years Livermore has
One Year ,.
WAGONS
NEAR
.STANDING
spent freely of
which
a
'
upon
better lighting system this section of the city, a matter his immense
Eix. Months
fortune in a vain effort
, .THE
SIDEWALKS.
can be Installed and briefly outlining which Is being investigated by the to
save his relative from the death
the plan to be adopted.
The pro- city attorney, cement walks will be cnair.
lne best lawyers in' Massachu-set- s
to
a
love
Nobody
drayman. posed new system will involve the re- ordered in the place of the present
seqps
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip
were- retained as
Some
council
the
'
counsel and
last.
time,
May
city
moval
of all arc lights and the substi- timber pavement.
tions)
,.
itne case waa carried to the supreme
Remit by draft, check or money passed a Resolution ordering the ex- tution of a much greater number of
The councilmen kicked about the
urart i w United States. The only
order. K sent otherwise we will not pressmen ,o the city," beginning with tungsten lamps of from 80 to 200 can temperature of the council room, result was
to obtain for the Drisoner
to
June
on
1,
locate
their
wagons
e responsible for loss.
dle power. The rates quoted are as which was not exactly torrid. One of a
short respite while his case was
stand's follows: 60
the
Fountain
on
vacating
Sguafe,
free
Specimen copies
candle power lamps, per them suggested that a' fire be lighted
applica
awaiting argument before the highest
near...fciixta- - and Douglas which they
tion.
year, $30; 80 candle power lamps, per in the stove for the next meeting
in th land.
had. occupied, tot .several years. The year, $3C; 100 candle power
lamps, per night. The lack of heat, however, ac
Officials
of the East Cambridge jail
located
moved.
at year, $45; 200 candle power
They
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT expressmen
good, as business was where Jordan has
lamps, complished
been confined for
the
the
on
of
store
side,,
Greenberger
TIME
THE EXPIRATION OP
transacted with dispatch and there four
per year, $73. The Las Vegas
years, declare him to be one of
the corner. of Grand avenue and Cen and Power company asked that aLight
was none of the usual delay that has tne most
PAID FOR
conremarkablae prisoners with
ter street and just south of the Coors tract for ten
years be given. It was characterized the council : meetings which they have ever met
From the
avenue.
the sense of the council, however, that for some time. Mayor Taupert, Clerk hour that he was
Advertisers are guaranteed the building, qi Lincoln
while
council
was
Last
arrested,
city
pre
nighiyfc
no contract for more than five years Tamme, Aldermen Hays,
Wiegand, seated on a trunk in which
largest daily and weekly circulation
hidwith" a petition from John A should be
has
as
Stern,'
has
McGuire,
of any newspaper in northern New sented
it
given,
Raynolds and Qulnn den the headless body of his
always been
slain
O.
Coors
Rossand
"''"''.
jHenry
requesting the policy of the ctly to arrange tor were present.
Mexico.
wife, he has maintained perfect comthe, council to enforce the resolution all public utilities for
r
perposure. The long trial, the sentence
ordering the .draymen to locate on iods. It was pointed nut, too, that the
NOTICE BY PUBLICATION
of death, even the news
that the
TELEPHONES
Fountain Square.'. The petition stated city probably would not have another
State of New Mexico, County of governor had declined to Interfere
and
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 2 that the .resolution had not been com- light and power company for several
San Miguel. In the District ;Court by so doing had wiped away his last
ft
KEWS DEPARTMENT
Main 9 piled with' by the drivers of the de- years and that the installation of poles Frank
Cayot, Plainliff""
lingering hope for life, have failed
livery , wagons, After a short talk by and wire for the proposed new
to produce the slightest ruffle in
system
'6878.
'No
";,
the
Mr. Ross, who was given permission
would not be a. loss to the company
s
Gonzales
da
Virginia
1912
SEPTEMBER
steady calmness of his appearance
13,
THURSDAY,
to address the meeting, the council in case
the system was'abandoned at
and demeanor, during the years of
s
and Franclsca
discussed, the petition at length.
It the end of five years because of the
his confinement in jail the
'He Martinez,'
prisoner
the opinion of the councilmen fact that the equipment would be
T1IE0D03E ROOSEVELT was
spent his days largely in studying the
Francisco
that the draymen should not be al available in
new
any
lighting arrange;
market reports, in which he display
Olivas, Tonita Olivas,
lowed to' become'- - a public nuisance. raent that would be made
ed the same quiet interest as
Jac-- "
Prudencia
.,
Olivas,
HAKES RAT DENIAL It was determined to instruct Chief Tungsten lamps are used in many
might
a
broker in his office..
obo
OliOlivas, Reyes
of Police Ben Coles to compel the
cities for illuminating the streets. Be- - vas,
Jordan's crime was of an unusually
Margarita . OHvas,--. occupy Fountain cause
they can be used in much greatgruesome nature. Of giant build and
Josefita
Abelita
Olivas,
in
(Continued From Page One),
counwith
accordance
the
Square,
er numbers than the arc lamps, thus
handsome face, the young man had
Olivas, who areic the
cil's
solution, r "1 uuch time as an giving a better distribution of light,
'
s
sought and cuud employment as in
of AnacleW1
cause of the big, crooied trusts when on 'm.fiPo profi
hejrs
the
of
standing
n'g
have been found 'satisfactory'.
actor, after Jeaving his hoybovi lioino
;and Board off.Coun-- ,
,he opioses ii? progressive plank for express wasjQUH "!ion the street can they
The water and light committee wilt
m Indianapolis.
ty Commissioner
of
Early in. .bis stase I
, ;
,
lextending the powers of government bejiwed.
..
take decisive action at once. It ii
.
i
ftstroaf ha.o iuci,
w.ni aim
San Miguel, Defendover the big trusts, just as it is bein
uiarriea Mrs.
Thd counci . jS: expressed, the opin- to
be hoped that Las Vegas, long one
"
The
Eddy.
ants.
married life of the
extended over the railroads."
ion that the drnymen should provide of the
darkest cities in New Mexico,
You Virginia Gonzales
de Olivas, couple proved tempestuous. Mrs. Jor- their own stands and should not use will be much better
under
the
lighted
Caledon Olivas, Francisco Olivas, To- aon, according to her husband, took
Talks About Sugar Trust,
the streets, except when hauling
new arrangement.
a"hKing and associating wi.h oth
nita Olivas, Prudencia Olivas, Jacobo
La Junta, Colo., Sept. 19. "If the
customers.
for
They stated
Mr. Hays reported that no further
or men. This ltd to
Olivas, Reyes Olivas, Margarita, Oli
jealous quarrel?
democratlo tariff program is adopted that
citi,cJt of this size the ex- communications
from the Agua Pura
vas, i Josefita
It will ruin every honest man engaged pressmen are not allowed to leave company In
Olivas, and j ,Ab9- - Between the ho ami it was jn? P
new
water
a
to
Kta
quarrels t.nr. t i dou in thOlivas
In raising sugar beets," declared Col- their wairojis standing In the street. contract haveregard
and each of, yon,
it
been received.
The
of the wife.
vf
are
notified
en
The
above
that the
onel Roosevelt here today in an aphereby
councLlnifnt Juovever,
evidently matter still stands .as it did several
The murder was committed in
the
peal to the sugar beet growers of do not whin to work an injustice upon months ago, the city using water with titled cause wherein Frank Cayot Is
uume
oi tne couple in Somerville. In
and
are
.Colorado and the west. "The demo the
It is likely some out
defendants has
plaintiff
your
reto
buc
it
for
paying
agreeing
been begun and Is now pending in the the heat of a quarrel, according to
cratic platform says the tariff is un- - central- location,, upon a vacant lot, munerate the Agua Pura
company unCourt of San Miguel County, joraans own statements, he struck
will
b3
District
Chief
selected.
Coles this der whatever contract is
constitutional," he said, "while Mr.
adopted. The
New
and is numbered 6878 bis wife, and the .hlow caused her
Mexico,
morning notified the draymen to
city and the water company seem
move
on
men-the
from
docket
i
the
locations
of said court; that the death. The husband went out and
away
,nant growth, which he, as a surgeon,
hopelessly unable to reach an agreeuuicner s knife and a hack
tlono.l In the petition to the council ment as to
would cut out of the body politic."
of the said action are
objects
general
terms, the former holding
with
saw,
which he dismembered the
to
last
recover
r!sli(. They obeyed the chief's out for a rate of $1,250 per year,
Mr, Roosevelt spoke to a large
judgment against you la
just
He severed. hi& wife's head,
coay.
sum
the
t!rowd in the oity park.' He said the OrtW. ,,yi '
Hundred
Dol
Eleven,
halt the sum asked by the Agua Pura
legs. Then he tried to de
" democratic house of
lars
congress recently
together with
the. costs aiso tne
'
company.
.
stroy all trace of theia in the furnace
of
suit
to
a
treated the sugar industry of the NEVJ YCR! STOCK EXCHANGE
foreclose
real
,and
certain
The council referred to the street
of his home. He put the rest of
New Yoik. (Sept. 19. iMoney
the
TJnlted States as a malignant growth
and and alley committee with power to act property mortgage given to plaintiff
uody In a
' in
passing a bill abolishing the protec- politics continued today to be factors the petition from the Las Vegas hos Iby Anacleto Olivas deceased, and Vir- with the ' trunk and. came to Boston
ghastly .burden. stoDintr
tive tariff on sugar. "This bill," he of prlmajty (importance in the stock nltal asking permission to make x- - ginia Oonzala-- de OIlva3 on four huna ooardlng house, preliminary to
said, "illustrates what you would have market, 'Money '"was the more for cavatlons for a sewer leading from dred and sixty varas of land situated ai
to fear if the' democrats come into midable: beeaitsfr of the further out the hospital to a lot near the Galll-na- s at Sapello, San Miguel County, New taking a steamer for New York;- - It
was his: intention to get rid of what
flow of cash from this center. Prices
Bower."
river In, the vicinity of the Las Ve- Mexico, and. bounded' north by the ea-- remained of his
wi9 by throwing the
moved
upward, however, with gas Light and Power company's pow- mlno real from Las Vegas to Sapello;
Explaining the various theories of today
headless torso into the water while the
protection as exemplified in the sugar especial SVrBngth' in Hill Issues, Louis er house. It was Btated that F. A. south by the Rk Sapello; east by
was en route for New York.
'
vtlle f and Nashville and Reading Manzanares had
schedule he said :
- poat
t
given the Institution said camino real; and wcBt by the oorUp to this poiafc all had gone well
"The republican schedule was adopt- among' 'tbe' Railways, while various permission to dig a cess pool on this ral of Henry Goke, deceased.'
with the young murderer.- Rut when
ed to suit the sugar trust, The dem
You are further notified that un
special.iie.jncliiding Canadian, com- piece of ground. For several months
he arrived at the wharf ho fornd that
crats propose to remove what is ma- mon, and ..preferred. Beet sugar, Bis the cess pool on the hospital ground's less you enter or cause to be entered
New York steamer had goue. He
cuit
In
and Westlnghouse, gained one has been a nuisance and the council your appearance In said cause on or the
lignant
protecting sugar by action
he?
.,?lrea a cabman to drive him
that would ruin every honest man, en- to two points.
has received numerous protests from before' the 21st day of October, A. Vf. back to th
toarding house. His nerCanadian
Pacific showed some heav people
gaged in raising sugar beets here and
living in the vicinity. Recent- 1912, judgment will be rendered In vousness aroused the
suspicions of
ugar cane in Louisiana.
The pro- iness, and the labor troubles of the ly the hospital management started said cause against you and each of the cab
driver and after the latter
gressive portion is shown in the bill of Utah Copper' company were reflected fo dig a new cess pool but was stop- you by default.
had carried the trunk to Jordan's
Senator Bristow of Kansas This bill In further docllhe li the stock. ;Call ped by tihe,,ctly administration after
Plaintiff's attorneys aro C. A. Spiess room
he mentioned 'lie matter to an
was
in
keenfer demand, again a
reduces, the tariff,, but leayes suffi- money
petition asking such faction had been and H. W. Clark and their postofflce officer." The
srspucted'that Jhje
cient duty to protect mte engaged in opening at five per cent.
;
received.
It is 'believed 'th,e location and business address ' is East Las Ve- trunk might' polipo
contain stolen goods, as
"
Canet-- . ;
Bmds were steady. The general of the cess pool on the Mananiies! lot gas, New Mexico.
growing sugar beets-an- d
up 'to f his time th?r, was "no suspiThe colonel advocated the retention market sdld ' (reely and lost la ; fore will solve the yexlng problem
how (Seal)
LORENZO DELGADO.
cion that a murder had been commitof sufficient protective duties to pro- noon rise nhder cover of the bujl de to
Clerk. ted., When the.' "of
dispose of tiie sewage from the hos--, a
Mi,
laws tutored the
tect American labor from competition monstration In the Can shores, which
y v.pital.
toom and examined th'? Yuink
against
with the "poorly paid workers of the torched record figures.
City Attorney E. V. Long reported
KANSAS CITY LIVE .STOCK
Jordan's protests they were dumbThe market closed steady In the that M.' M Sundt, whom the council
Orient.
Kansas City Sept. 19.Cattle, re founded by their ghasilv discovery.
final hour,'! There were no essential
recently ordered to remove his lum- ceipts 4,500, including 1,500 southerns. When taken to the station the
young
Cite C. F. and I. as Example
changes, aside from a further rise in ber yard and planing mill from wtth-In- g
man calmly told the entire story and
Market steady. Native steers $6.50
five
Pueblo, Colo., Sept. 19. Woodrow Can preferred which gained
the limits in which such establish 10.75; southern steers
$4.756.50; an examination of the apartment in
"Wilson's views on the trust question point a, wifli half as much for the com ments are pohibited
nder an ordi southern steers $4.7506.50; southern somervilel tore out the horror
of the
he
were:
Colonel Roosevelt said here today. mon
last, Sales
nance passed several years ago, has cows, and heifers
crime to which he confessed.
were refuted by the experience Of Amalgamated Copper
,. .. 88 been in consultation with him ana cows', and heifers $3.505.25; native$3. 258. 50; stockDuring the trial Jordan listened to
127
the people of Pueblo regarding the American Beet Sugar
hopes to make satisfactory arrange- era and feeders $4.507.50;
bulls the revolting details of the murder
AtfilliSOlf
.;.
Colorado Fuel and Iron company.
.,'.108
ment with the council. Judge Long
$s.l$(a5; calves $59.50; western vith the utmost nonchalance.
Alter
..140
"I want to speak to you of your iron Gicit Northern
also reported that M. Biehl, who runs steers $5.7510; western cows $3.50 he had been convicted
and sentence
116
"
and fuel cmpany here," he said, "as New; 'York Central
a garage .near Fountain Square, had
6.
of death,
passed upon him,
128
offering a comment on Mr. Wilson's XoMliorp 'Pacific
informed him the council would put
'Market steady one of the jurors went Insano. This,
Hogs,
5,000.
receipts
.
1G9
remarks about the trusts. Mr. Wilson Reading
him out of business If It Insisted in to 5 cents higher. Bulk of sales $8.30 as four
days later. Counsel for Jor
110
said the progressive proposal would Southern; Pacific
enforcing the ordinance requiring cer
8.55; heavy $8.258.50; packers dan appealed the case on the ground
not encourage competition and would Union1 Pacific : . . .... ... ..... . .170
tain equipment in establishments and butchers $8.308.60; pigs $6
that the juror had been insane during
74
be bad for labor. Your own Industrial United States Steel
such as that maintained by him- Ac 7.
the trial. The Massachusetts court
113'i cording to Judge Long, Mr Biehl has
experiences In this city refute what United States Steel, pfd.
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market stea- dsnied the contention and the appral,
Mr. "Wilson says..
been unable to 'induce the owner of dy. Muttons
y
$3.504.50; lambs $6 was taken to the supreme court of the
WANTED Clean cotton rags. Optic the building occujied by hlmtto put
"In this city you have a competitor
7.35; range wethers and yearlings United States
The latter tribunal
'
:
of 'the Steel trust and the 'advant- - office.
The council dscld- - $15.50; range ewes $3.f.04.35.
upheld the decision of the Massachu- g
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BAZAAR

F. M. Hughes ot Sold no Was ia Las
Vegas today on busluo'is;'
P. McCormicic 0 Clapersto was a
visitor in Las Vegas Uday,
County Commission.
Fidel Ortia is
in Santa Pa on a brief business
visit.
J. B. White of Albuq ierque came in PERFORMANCE
EXPECTED
TO
last night from the Du);e City on busi-nesOUTrDOCKSTADER, MR.
HIMSELF
Mrs. Elmer Baker-ttt loft last
The headline attraction of bazaar
nigth for Albuquerque' on a short
'
Visit.
,:
wselij.wili be staged tonight at the
R. J. Siiowden, Santi Fe
iiunoitn, opera house, at which time
wci',
officr, was In uas ' Vegas last logil .theatrical stara will stage a
i J
,
evening.
minstrel show. Thls'perform- ' blackfaced comedians
Charles A. Splesa roturned this at" 5nceor-th- e
ternoon rrom a short business trip" iir'tm 'nptd' the minute hi every de- to Santa Fe.
detail liud will ho
,
j i
Elmer E. Veeder has returned from 'ltfwta'feAiimself would be proud
1
under 'his name. The cast se- Santa Fe where he had hnnn'nn- a !,to)jU.
hrlfif Tiiial
jectilV fir the entertainment is one
W. F. Cobb, a commercial man ,i lWMe 'ofleling away with the jokes
Albuquerque, was in Las Vegas toJand 80ng8 in ,ine Btyle' an(1 thera ie
a reai treat in store tonight tor tnose
day visiting the trade,
District Attorney Cnaties W,. tJtt J'ho eniov a eood "laugh.
Ward has returned from a short busf-- ' lv jjU jijtj'lordiance will be one round
of
ness trip to Santa Fo.
comedy, with BOme- diiin
H. Essinger came in last
every minute. The sniokej
evening tfilg
from his home in Santa Fe, and spent xhi HiW will spring all of the best
jokes, new and old, will sing the Uatr
today here on business.
dance the latest sten3.
"Buffalo" Jones of Onava was in Al
The exact line of speoialties to be
buquerque to greet Colonel Roosevelt
"' ftR'ff
yAfie local Dockstader !and
upon his arrival there.
Jude David J. Leahy is again at ins crew has not been 'discolsed by
nmir, 'ement, but Borne pleasant
home after spending a short time iii
"
surprise 'will be sprung.
Santa Fe on legal business.
. The oliatus
is a large one, made up
Miss Delia Tooker, daughter of Mr.'
and Mrs. JI L. Tooker, will leave in cf some of the best 'musical talent In
I the
cltjvaiid good music is assured.
the near future for Dixon, Mont.
Tlief ori u number of well known
Mrs. Mary Britton of Santa Fe,
are
in Las Vegas visiting Mr. and Mrs, solqjsta jiji,. the cast and these
'billed 'to appear In some of the latest
Ricardo Romero on the West side'. .
,
James Bentley of Romeroville re- song hits.
of the darktown sports are
Many
turned last evening from a short busidancer pfj ability, and the clog, Cake
ness trip to the Red river country.
want, ana 'tne latest aanceB sanction
George A. Fleming, Elmer Fowler ed
by the society of Newport, will be
and William Whalen have returned
"pat
by;Uese artists.
from an automobile trip to Santa Fe.
The performance will commence a
P. J. Moran, postnffice inspector
8y!ft.jlc?t, 10 cents admission will
with
headquarters in 'Albuquerque,' Iia nhnrowi DnnMrn? w'!l follow the
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SAYS
. BASEMAN
IS
WASHINGTON ,: PITCHER
BETTER THAN WOOD

NAPSSECOND

,

Cleveland, Sept. 19. "Walter John-teis, far and away a better pitcher
than Joe. Wood," said Larry Lajoie,-thawhom there could scarcely be a
better jud;;e of pitching.
"Wood has been- pitclng 'way be
yond his ability this season, simply
because he has a great team working
with him. There never was and I
doubt if there ever will be as great
a pitcher as Johnson. He simply has
eo much stuff and speed that if he
turned loose his,, hardest throw with
his stuff on .jt.no catcher could get
down to receive the ball.
'Every bll the throws has stuff on
it. Some of the hops his fast ones
take are bigger curveB than the biggest the average pitcher has. J'Ve
seen him throw balls up to. the plate
that didn't look larger than a, pin
head. Wood. Is a good pitcher, all
right, but he is simply not in ; Johnson's' class, nor" Is anybody else,!( ' 'Wood broke into the league.from
Kansas City against ns in 1908, in
Boston. There was a little house out
in center field, and we had about seven men who were hitting around .300.
"Wow! what a grand reception he
got! First we'd knock a brick out of
the chimney, then a few shingles off
the, roof, then we'd shatter a window
pane. We had that little house ready
for the wrecking crew to cart away
when we got through, '
"Nobody ever did anything like that
to Johnson, and never will. When a
fellow Is coaching oft first when he's
pitching, it's next to Impossible to see
his fast ones. If he didn't have good
control he would kill so many hatters
he would be barred from 'the league.
He'd wreck every club he pitched
against. There's next to no chance
to duck or back away from his halls.
"He hit this Kid Martin of the High
landers on the head last spring with
one,i.of his curves or slow balls, and
Martin was out for weeks. .
"Almost any H- -t
Johnson don't figure that; you re
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' Endless are the stories

which are
told of Emperor Paul's
violence and eccentricities, writes
A. J. C.Hare in "Studies in Russia."
One of his fancies was that everyone
fie met, wherever he met them, must
fet out of their carriages and sledges,
stand in the mud or on the ice and
make him a bow. This was, of course,
considered the greatest bore possible,
One day there was a poor dancing
master who was going to give som
lessons, and he had nothing but a
pair ot very thin pumps on. He wai
dreadfully afraid of encountering th
emperor, for It was the depth ot
winter, and the ground was covered
with snow and Ice; and he thought
if he did his feet would certainly b
frostbitten. As h went along he saw
to his horror that the emperor was
coming; ther was no 'way of turn
Ing aside; he must meet htm. He determined at once that the only way
was to pretend not to see the em.
peror, and to turn the other way,
H
Paul was not to be outwitted.
stopped at once and sent one of hit
escort to see Why the dancing mas
ter had not obeyed Tils orders. Th
poor man pleaded not having 6een the
emperor, and implored not to be
int of his
forced to, get, out, on f
thin shoes... 'The em per cf would-nohear of it." "Let him walk round and
round my sledge, he said, "and see
If that will amuse him; and since he
Is too blind to see me, tell him that
t desire for, the future that he will
always, at all times, wear green
shades over his eyes."
(1797-180-
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LIFE
MEXICAN LIGHTWEIGHT
TRYING
f
TO REGAIN HIS FORMER
v
PRESTIGE.

.

CLU3 WHERE SILENCE REIGNS
London (Eng.) Institute Should Have
a Quieting Effect on Tired
Nerves. .

'

;

'.

'

.

The black boxers hold the heavyweight stiuation in their palms. Jack
Johnson, Sam Langford, Joe Jeanette
and Sam McVe'a not a white man in
sight to talk of mixing with this tar
tribe.
Australia welcomes the negro boxers. New York practically bars them
and Tom McCarey, the Coast promot
er, begs to be excused from doing bus
d
iness with any of the
gents. So far as the anthracite army
Is concerned, all roads lead to Rush-- ,
cutter's Bay.
"I don't deny the ability of the Dixie delegation," says McCarey, "but
match any of them up and you invite
The publicity preceding
trouble.
these matches and the aftermath are
usually of such a nature as to bring
on adverse criticism. To keep the
boxing game clean I have decided to
offer white goods only."
As Tom has traveled the route for
over ten years without barking his
shins, it may be taken for granted

the human voice is
rarely heard has Just been opened in
London. As the name, the National
"

A club in which

Deaf club, would imply, the members
are deaf or are deaf mutes. Conver
sation Is carried on. by oral or manual signs.
Even the solitary waitei
chef never offers an audible comment

the weather.
There are no bells in the club, the
assumption .being that if they were to
ring nobody would notice them. Une
der the
a button resembling
an electric
certainly does exist, but when pressed there Is no
purring In the club two floors
above the level of the street; instead
a red light is automatically switched
on, and the members know that someone is at the door. Similarly when
the services of the waiter are invoked; it is a red light in his feanctum
"
which Is the agent
Six years ago the National iDeaf
American League
club was started in a cafe. So rapid
.Cleveland, Sept 19 The first ;?ame has been its growth that recently
between Cleveland and Boston was larger premises were acquired, and
called in the fifth inning on account these were opened by the president,
R H. E, whose deafness has not prevented him
of rain.
from conducting a very successful bus10, 1
Cleveland
iness., Another remarkable member,
S
1
!'
.9
Boston ...
who is a deaf mute, is responsible,
''Batteries: Steern, Kahler an.i C'r-is- for the railway system ot Smyrna, a,nq
commands an army of workman of
h; Hall, Van"Dyke and Cady.
various nationalities by means ' of
r.iVH-.u
Signs.
,
Western League.;
" The club numbers 120 men and fiO
I' RiH.E,
Sioux City. Sent. 19;
women, and Included in Its appointV.. ,3 7 3 ments
Sioux City
is a billiard table where disap2 8)3
IJncoln
pointed exclamations are never lieard.
Batteries: Young and Chapman;
Dessau and Carney.
'
Taking Their Time.
"It seems to me," said the man who
looked at his watch frequently, "that
OYSTER SUPPLY POLLUTED.
cars
these
stop
..beds
19.
Washington, Sept.
Oyster
longer to let off passengers than the
In Jamaica Bay, Long Island and, the
cars' do. Am I right?"
Potomac river, 75 miies down from
"You are," said the conductor, "and
Washington are endangered by typhoid the reason is that people who wish togerms, according to the, department of jeave press the button and then sit
agriculture. Acting Secretary Hayes still till the car stops, and we have to
issued a statement today saying the wait, till they walk, the whole length
of the car. Under the oid system they
department's investigators had traced couldn't be so independent,
Btefore
and
and
streams
bays
typhoid in the
could catch the eye of the conthey
had begun- a survey of the great oys- ductor most passengers not
only had
ter fields to determine how far the to stand up, but to walk half way back'
extended. He suggested to the door, so by the time the car
pollution
state policing of oyster beds and ac- stopped they were right there readv to
The new way may be more
tion by government authorities to in- step 0
convenient, but it eats up time."
sure purification of city sewage.
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that's one thing you are
lnokinir for in these days
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liinsnres wholesome food.tasty
Ask
sell right-- to bake right
Ca'u.- 1. made right-- to
one of ,he miliions of women who use or ask your grocer.
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"At laBt! At test! Charles Emmel
Van Loan has been forced to write
something for which he received no
honorarmoney, pay, compensation,
ium, or emolument of any sort
"I figure that when '4UIs f act finally dawns upon Van in Its1 full significance, he "will be stricken; vrtta bitter
remorse. I am completely "satisfied
B. E."
with this accomplishment.'
All right, Jawn, 'yrfu 'Hrd 'fiot the
only one that feels satisfied. From
the size of the financial stinger that
Van hands the magazine editor every
time one of his Stories '1b published 1
figure that we landed the big fellow
for about 937 worth of work.

FOR FALL and WINTER

are arriving Dally,
We are proud to say, we

have the most
line of Ladies' and Misses'
Dresses, doats, Skirts and
Tailored Suits.
Up-to-da-

Call and See Them
See us for anything else

That plcturesqne "jjSg'J jnicaic at
Reno two years ago brought erit many
strange meetings j?wid happenings, not
the least interes.tl'if of nhich was the
thef.former midhandshake
J3ob Fltzslm-mondleweight champion
and tfcethajiljjle holder, Stanley KetchelJ .?' 'j f f ijf
"See that straight old chap with the
said Billy Mizner to
velvet hat,"
Ketchel.
"That's tne ' gent that was
pulverizing the Aiiddle's 'Way back in
the days when ybii were sweeping out
a pool room in Butte. Want to meet
: "
;
;":
him?"
Steve said that he did and the two
edged through the crowd inside the
office of the Hotel Golden tintil they
reached Fitzslmmons.
A hand from the as't. thd ugly red
hand that had dropped Dempsey, Creadon, Maher, Corbett and Sharkey was
stretched forward 'to fera'sp5 "the fist
of the youth who had laid low1 Thom''''
as, Kelly, Papke, "Sullivan, 6'Brien
'
'
l''
and others.
Two of the best middle wilghts ever
born stood off and regarded' each oth
er. Bob's small eyetWlnkletf'with in
terest and admiration. Ketchel1 looked
'
the veteran oveij in silence! '
minutes
when
Some ten
Wter,
they
had regained the felflewalki Mizner
'
asked Ketchel what' be thought of
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Tho imnttctt. confidence that many
people have in Chamberlain's Colic,
is
Cholera and - Diarrhoea Remedy
founded on their experience in the
use of that remery and their know- lorip-nf thA tnnnv remarkable cures
of colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that
For sale by aa deal
It has effected.
ers.
BASEBALL.

YESTERDAY'8

National League.
St. Louis, 7; Philadelphia,
Boston,
Pittsburg,

3.

9--

American League.
St. Louis,
Washington,
Detroit,

"He's a Bear!" was 'all' Steve said.

New York,

7--

4--

Western League.
Des Moines,
Denver,
Lincoln, 6; Sioux City, 1.
Omaha,
Topeka,
St, Joseph 17-Wichita,

FIGHTS F6R TONIGHT

2--

3--

Johnny Kilbane vs. Eddie Q'Keefe,
10 rounds, a$ New York, City,
Jaul Kohler .ys.ilack, ,Good,man, 10
rounds, at New i.Yprk, City. vr ,

"

Read The Optsy"
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m Make sure your
game

Shoot

the speed shells
Arrow Shells, the steel
puts all the force of the
on- That
kVA- i- the shot.
iojr, v,.mnfl
comer'V can't beat out the pattern driven by a steel
gripped charge.,..
of
i

POULTRY

ling

mile-a-minu-

s

te

,

And with Expert Factory Loading, uniformity
shell.
ppee sndjpattern is assured in each and every
Lined
Steel
Nitro
Club
and
Expert
Arrow
Remington-UMShoot
make of shotgun.
in
Factory Loaded Shells for sprfed plus pattern any
:

,

C

Remington

Grit......

25c
8 lbs. Oyster Shell........'. 25e
5 lbs. Gran. Poultry Bone.. 25c
5 lbs. Hoyt Chick Food
25c
10 lbs. Granite

299 Broadway

nr. '

.1

Metallic Cartridge Co.

''Arms-Unio- n
"
'

11

New York City

.

IMPORTANT ITEMS FOR
CANNING FRUIT

Fruit jar caps, doz....... 25c
High grada Rubber1 Rings
,

''V

'do..', for

.
Fruit Funnels .': . .
Pickle Spice, 3 boxes for.
''.

'.

'.
. .

.... ....i

25c
6e
25c

' .:

. :
5c
Wooden Spoons
''Glasses!'
40o.
doz..'.'.'.'
per
Jelly
Mason Fruit Jars, pts..... 80c
Mason Fruit Jars, qts., . . . 90c
Mason Fruit Jars, y2 gal... $1.20

GREEN

SEE This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
1

VEGETABLES

Tomatoes
Choice large Egg Plant,
for

5 lbs. Green

25o

EMPRESS Flour

3

Okra, choice

10c

Herbert W. Clark, the newly elected
chairman of the state central committee of the republican party, is here
from Las Vegas. He. is registered at
the Palace. Santa Fe New Mexican.

,
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While the Mexican boy is following
the manzanita trial his manager, Joe
Levy, remains in Los Angeles attend
ing strictly' to business, working
along lines to assure Hivers of a pros
perous future.
"It is air foolishness to say that
Joe has reached the end of his string
simply because he made one bad
break," said Levy last night.
"Recall that fluke win of Kilbane
Didn't Joe come right oack and fignt
better than ever?
"Of course he did and he'll do the
same thing this time. The boy learned
his lesson and any time he, steps a
shoe into the ring hereafter he will
be In perfect condition.
"What riles me is that all the,
lightweights, with the exception of
Wolgast, are sidestepping us.
"Ritchie won't mak-- 133 pounds and
Mandot hurried out , of the city although he was offered big money to
meet my man again. Even in defeat
Rivers is a big card and it won't be
our fault if we don't figure In the
Thanksgiving Day show at Vernon.'"
There can be no mistake about Rivers still being a good drawing card
in Lob Angeles and the manner in
which Richie, Mandot and Brown are
keeping on the side lines is the biggest kind of a boost for Joe.
Any boxer that neglects his training merits (the worst that happens to
him. Rivers richly deserved the trimming Mandot gave him, but the Mex
is entitled to another chance and in
all probability he will get it as Levy
is in the mood to accept the first
reasonable offer that is made.

talking

dark-skinne-

,

f

LlViu'Q SIMPLE

.319
.596 (By H. M. Walker in Los Angeles Ex-- .
.595
aminer.)
.493
Joe Rivers is now cabined up in
.468 the mountains back of Ventura where
.457 he is free from the lure of joy rides,
.384 chilled goblets, show girls and other
.341 fascinating features pt the midnight

Emperor Paul of Russia Was Violent
and Eccentric to the Verge
of Insanity.

..

'

III

JOE RIVERS

is"

that he knows
about.

mingle.

,

;

82.
86
94

... "........68
66
...

Cleveland
New York
St. Louis

-

54
69
73

League.
Won Lost

Boston ...
Washington
Chicago

61

,'".44

American

and Mrs.
Clarence U. Brown is here
the principal
proved
Chicago to take a position as opei
and a large
ator in the jOffices of the Santa F ;Utact)on Jast evening
IDE admirers Of the?9 t iieatrical
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John D. Rockefeller Established
His Credit in the Early Day of

'

His Career.

Just because John D. Rockefeller
&aa made more
money than he can.
aount without the aid of nineteen.
Merks and forty adding machines, not
to mention a well trained
corps of
loupon clippers, there are many people
k"ho come forward
these days with
Itorles to show that John, now famous
tor his wealth, wigs and wit, was one
p)ont the c.Hest person that ever hap-

pened when it came to financial strate- iy.
According to this latest narrative,
Rockefeller told a close friend and
that "close" goes both ways one
0
morning that he wanted to borrow
and that he must have It in order
lo save his business.. The friend went
lown town In the course of his work,
nd pretty soon met a big banker.
"I wish," said the banker, "if you
ee Mr. Rockefeller this afternoon,
fou would tell him that I have found
t place to put that $10,000 which he
isked me to loan out for him."
The friend gasped like a goldfish,
nd proceeded on his way, encountering another of the town's leading
$5,-)0-

'

;

lanliers.
"By the way," said the banker,
'when you see Rockefeller ,this after-ooplease tell him that I have found
man who wants to borrow that

n,

The friend staggered on, and met a
Ihird banker, who repeated what the
ther two captains of finance had said,
then he went back and found Rockefeller.
"John," he said, In astonishment,
'when I left you this morning you told
e you had to borrow $5,000, and all
lay bankers have been telling me that
rou askod them to lend out $10,000 for
fou."
"Well! well!"
miled Rockefeller;
"that's fine! I suppose I may safely
' issume now that my credit is established in this town. . I'll Just step out
nd borrow that $5,000 I need." Popular Magazine.
OLD

STRUCTURES

IN

DECAY

Condition of Famous Leaning Towers
In Italy Excite Apprehension
,
of Antiquarians,

Reports have been current for some
time concerning the safety of the
Leaning Tower of Pisa, and the Italian papers announce a similar state
sf things with ihe Garlsenda of
fiologna and the iJbirlandina of
The forme? dates from 1110,
Mid the latter from 1224 to 1319. The
Tower of Pisa, which Is about 177 feet
!n height, is 14 leet 6 Inches beyond
the perpendicular. It Is accentuated
!rom the base, but diminishes half
way up and onward. The inclination
'
is said to be greater today than it
was in 1817. This has been marked
in later years. But there are other
Jismiieting signs. Some of the stonework of the windows is giving way,
nd the steps are said be cracking.
The soil upon which Pisa's Tower was
raised, a Paris contemporary points
aut, is "permeable and friable," and
subsoil water Is believed to be penetrating beyond the masonry. Architects and other experts are now engaged in a close observation. They
fear that below the foundations there
re some considerable voids, and they
are of opinion that the inclination of
ihe tower has increased since 1859.
The commission
appointed to deal
with the matter concludes that there
Is no Immediate danger, yet there
must be no delay In remedying matters. The Garlsenda is about 161 feet
feet In height, with ah Inclination of
ust 14 feet. The Ghirlandlna is said
io bo the highest of the towers, being S1 feet. It la slightly inclined toward the Cathedral, which Itself is in
I feeble state.
Mo-Jen- a.

3

v
Whan We Meet Our Kind.
, ""Attendants in European museums
look to it that no American may escape meeting his compatriots," a
traveler said. "At Mme. Tussard's
wax works exhibition the custodian
let 'me wander around alone for an
hour, puzzling helplessly over British
d
royalty, but when I got in the
of Harry Thaw he woke up.
How he discovered then that I was
an American I do not know; I hadn't
said anything. But I coughed, and
perhaps that betrayed me. Anyhow,
That's Harry Thaw,' said he.
"I thanked him and passed on. At
my heels came the guide. He followed me to the staircase. 'Crlppen's
down stairs,' he said. Three steps
further along he hailed me again. 'And
Gulteau,' he announced.
"The trio of my fellow countrymen
excited no thrill of patriotic pride, but
the custodian had done his part."

Conscientious Laundress Meant Well,
but Her First Efforts Utterly
Failed to Please- At the army post a new laundry had
been installed and the management
was specially anxious to please and
advised that mending would be included In the work.
The major was equally willing to be
pleased and sent, among other things,
a suit of duck as a first installment.
The army officer's washable coats
tiave buttons, but these are not sewed
on. Instead, small eyelets are worked
In the coat and the shanks of the regulation buttons are pushed
through
these holes, being held in" place by
brass rings on the other side.. Before
being laundered these buttons and
rings are removed, to be put In place
When the
again after the wash.
major's coat was returned from the
new laundry the eyelets had been
carfully sewed up and a bright brass
button had been sewed firmly over
each. Also the seams of the major's
riding breeches, which open from Just
above the knees to just below, to admit of adjustment over the knees, had
been sewed up so tightly that it took
the major's wife half a day to rip
them. The earnest and conscientious
laundress thereupon received a course
at special instruction pertaining to
the requirements of the U. S. A.
.

FINE LINEN 6,000 YEARS OLD
Fruits of the Looms of Ancient Times
Have Defied the Passing of the
Centuries,
In one of the apartments at Univer-8itcollege, London, Professor Flind-sr- s
Petrie has placed on exhibition
y

some

remarkably interesting antiqui-:ie- s
unearthed at Tarkhan, Heliopolls
md Memphis under the auspices of
:he British

School of Archaeology

in

Egypt.

The

great

cemetery

of Tarkhan,

which occupied a mile of desert 40
miles south of Cairo and which dates
!rom the earliest historic age until the
face of the pyramid
has
builders,

proved to be exceedingly prolific in
intiqultles.
What has struck Professor Petrie is
:he extraordinary preservation of the
woodwork and clothing unearthed from
'.hese places of interment
of long
igo.
A great sheet of linen which is
placed on exhibition Is as fresh and
is firm as when cut from the original
length and it Is Some 6,000 years old.
3o, likewise, with"
the woodwork,
which, in but few instances, shows
signs of decay. Here are boxes that
serve their purpose as funeral caskets,
5uilt of planks of acacia and shittim
wood, and as firm and secure as when
lowered Into the bosom of the earth in
iim antiquity.
Milk Saved the Auto.
A farmer named Richter, of Millwood, in Westchester county, N. Y.,
sacrificed a load of milk the other
Jay to save a new touring car, in
which two women were riding, from
being destroyed by fire. The engine
of the car began to spit flames. Finally it took fire. The occupants then
abandoned it for' fear the gasoline
tank might explode.
Richter came
driving along with several cans of
milk. With him was his eighteen-year-ol- d
son. He alighted from the
can
wagon, and seizing a
filled with milk threw the contents
Dver the flames. The floor of the car
was afire and burning briskly. He
saw he would have to waste several
more cans of milk to save the auto.
'Come, hand me those cans quickly,"
he said to his son. He emptied them
aver the auto as fast as he could. The
flames were checked, but not until
early one hundred and fifty quarts
of milk had
been sacrificed.
The
awner of the car asked him what the
milk was worth.
Richter fixed his
loss at seven dollars, but the lady
rave him twenty-flv- e
dollars, saying,
"You deserve all this, if not more."
ten-qua-

How Hot Is Lava?

To ascertain the temperature of
lava as it is emitted from a volcano
bas baffled
many scientists. The
Roman academy has just published
the results of the investigations made
by Glovani Platanla during the eruption of Etna last year.
The eruption began September 10
and the scientist was unable to approach the mountain for ten days,
when one crater was still in action.
He camped as near as he could to
this crattr, close to a stream of lava
flowing about a yard a second.
Using the new "telescope pyrometer," he got temperatures for the
surface of the lava flow of all the
way from 1,040 to 1,420 degrees.
A second series of observations,
taken at a distance of a dozen feet,
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Coming Back
to

moment Telatives were headiug toward
the Barktons' city home to do some
visiting, and the Barktons were wondering what they would better do.
The good fresh country air was all
right for them, facing a winter in the
city's grimy, worked-ove- r
atmosphere
but there Is nothing appealing about
the simple, suburban life to those who
come to spend part of their vacation
taking in the sights of the great,
throbbing city. And the Barkton cot
tage lacked running water, hot water
and a lot of other conveniences.
, The more
they thought it over the
more clearly the Barktons recognized
that they ought to go baek to their
flat and not drag their visitors out to
the cottage. Then after their company
had sped along they could return to
the country and remain until the chill
autumn winds would drive them back
to the city for the winter;
"It's a shame," muttered Barkton,
while they were packing up. "This
thing of going back to the city to
llBt'en to the toot of auto horns when
you're trying to sleep and to breathe
soot instead of air is enough to make
you weep. How I hate it! Then this
packing up and moving to town and
packing up and moving back to the
country Isn't making a hit with me."
"Perhaps we'd better Just close up
the cottage and stay In town," sug"If we come
gested Mrs. Barkton.
back to the country it'll be for so
short a time that there's hardly any
use in it."
"You've struck the combination!"
said Barkton, with much sarcasm. "Go
back to town and sit around in a
stuffy flat when we have the whole
autumn ahead of us hey? Well, not
If I know It. Of course I might have
known that you'd rather sit half suffocated in a flat and stare at a brick
wall across the court than be out in
the open drinking in the fresh air
and the gorgeous autumn scenery,
wouldn't you?
"What's that? We'll come back
to the country If I prefer it, eh? Oh,
yes, and you fuming and fretting about
it, I s'pose, and wearing that abused,
patient look you put on when you're
doing something that doesn't Just coincide with Some wild feminine ideas
of your own. Yes, you can just bet a
pint of assorted hairpins that we're
coming back to the country for another month and don't let that get
away from you, either. Or, at least,
I'm coming back. If you want to stick
around a flat just when we're entering on the real choice season of the
whole year, go. ahead. But don't count
me In on any system of that sort." .
The morning after their return tc
the flat Barkton arose leisurely it
was on hour later than usual, for he
didn't have to allow time for the trip
to town and strolled Into the bathroom. He took a brisk bath and then
He
got out his shaving implements.
turned on the hot water faucet, coated
his face with a luxuriously warm preparation of lather, took the chill off hie
razor under the faucet and then began to shave.
"Say, this hot w,ater helps some,"
he observed to his wife. "I've been
blaming it on the. razor. All I needed was something warm to limber my
beard up a bit. Say, thfs water's good
and hot!"
Five or six days later the Bark
tons' guests went on their way. When
Barkton got out of bed the next morning and walked into the adjoining
room he found Mrs. Barkton busily
folding a lot of things, and placing
them In two suit cams that lay open
on the spart bed.
"Whutchuh doing?" inquired Bark
ton sharply.
"Going where? Back
to the country? Is that so? Then,
you're going back alone, for I'm not
in on It. This place here looks pretty
good to me. Looks pretty good, I
say. Maybe some Sunday I'll take a
run out to the country and fool around
till night, but outside of that I'll Just
postpone any more country life till
next spring, and you can take those
shirts of mine out of that suit case
if you will and let me put 'em back
in the chiffonier where they belong.
"This ; country foolishness can be
I've got up In the mornoverdone.
ing and washed and shaved in that
cold water out there at the cottage
Just about as often as I care to this
year. Just kindly get this
notion out of your system
without any unnecessary delay."
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U. A. Sm:th. Brideeton. Ind.. had
kidney trouble for years, and was so
crippled with rheumatism' he could
not dress without help. He started
using Foley Kidney Pills, and says:
"I hppnn tci set beter a.t onr.e. and
now all tnv trouhle hfia left me and
I do not- feel that I ever had rheumatism.' I rest well all night and tho'
59 years old, can now do the work
of a man of 35 years. I would like
to be the means of others getting benefit from Foley Kidney Pills." Refuse
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Urns, Co.
-

Few,, if any, medicines, have met
with the uniform success that has attended the ' use of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.

diarrhoea which it has effected In al- most every neighborhood have given
It a wide reputation. For sale by all
dealers.
.

-

Antolne Deloria, postmaster at Garden, Mich., knows the exact
facts
when he speaks of the curative va. O. O. F., LAS
VEGAS LODGE NO lue of Foley Kidney Pills. He says:
"From my own experience I recom1. Meets every
Monday evening a:
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remedy for kidney trouble. My fathFifth. Inquire between 11 and 12
ing brethren cordially invited to at ers was cured
of kidney disease and
a. m.
a good many of
tend.:; J . B. Frldeasttae, N. G
myi neighbors were
Frank' Fries, .y. G.; T. M, Elwood' cured by Foley Kidney Pills. O G '
Schaefer
FOR RENT Strictly modern home;
and
Red Cross Drue Co.
SecretarSr; karl Werts, Treasurer
Ideal location; elegantly furnished;
C. T. Hedgcock,
trustee.
cemetery
An article that has real merit should
no sick people.- See Cutler Broth- in time become nnnninr Th.i
'
era.
..
...
j
the case wth Chamberlain's
F, O. E. Meets first and rtiir
Cough
.
day,
each
evenings
Wood
at
month,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house
dealers. Here fa
i
man hall. Visiting Brothers eor W. Hendrlelronn
keeping rooms at 1030 Fifth street.
intt- dially invited to attend. A. U writes. "Chh:;,o,"."'u
-wusq .item-et7i- 8
Adler, President; E. C, Ward,
,hf.Bt fr."iEhs. colds and
FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
nuu ia my hAaf Qii
retary.?.'
sale by an dealers.
choice rooms in ,, the New Elks
,
Home.
",
t

for

Rent

...
"

,,

'

.w.

1

if dm

'

;
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sense of the ridiculous," said
Kate
"Is strong in Sue the foxy elf."
"Indeed," said Grace, "how very keenly then,
Sh must appreciate herself."

"The

ONE

--

,

FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
housekeeping1 rooms electric lights,
baths, etc. Excellent , location, 918

;

"

Eighth street

"""o

8t

BEIAIL: FIUCES

Mf

lbs. or Mors, Eaoh Delivery .
"
b to mm lb. Each DeHvvrv
tSt lae. to jm lbs. Eac4, Dsvwy".V""
' 6 Um. to
lbs. Each DeHvary
Less Than 68 lbs. Each Delivery

"".'"

m

AG UA

WE TEACH you a trade in a few
months' time'; no expense but your
work.
Electricity, 'automobiles,
Plumbing, bricklaying. 100 .satisfied workmen 'today; 40 jobs'solng.
United . Trade
Catalogue free.
School Contracting Co., Loa

J'

...

tSc Mr 1(1 im.
. . t5e per let
8e per tft ia
4o per let lbs.
t . Me
lam ik.

of

P H R AC O H P A'N Y

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural
Ice

!

'

Fameus-Office- 701

o

Douglas Avenue.

'

.,

.

CONSOLATION

"31
$80(O00,000.0b

Dr. Sadler

lost Annually by Wage

tamers

v;
that

esHmatns
nhmit
in wasren la lnat nnnnnl.
ly to the American people as a direct
result ot cojas. Lost time means lost
waeres and
la
Use Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
promptly. It will stop the cough, and
heal and sooth the sore and inflamed
air passages. O. G. Schafer and Red
Cross Drug Co;
JiSO.OOC.nOO.M

Garden Science.
"You have some fine tomato vines
in your garden, Mr. Thorpe.
You
know, I presume, that the scientific
name of the tomato is Lycopersicon

"I believe that fellow was swindling me, I gave a subscription to."
"What did he say?"
"Said he was collecting to equip a
football team for the Electoral
colWhere's that?"
lege.
Baltimore

;

LOOSE

Five

'

Lycoersicum?"
"No, I had forgotten that, Miss
Doris; but I know the scientific name
of tbe long, green, corrugated, voracious thing with a horn on its head,
that mostly grows on these vines. It's
the phiegethcmtlus quinquemaculatus."

'

COLUMN

s

CAFE'

SOCIETY' D,IRECTORY
CHAPMAN

It was early morning and the Bark-tonstood In the door of their summer cottage talking things over. The
September air was still raw and
to the marrow. Even at that

AiiC

- SHORT ORDERS AND PEGUIAK
uiwrMtno
THH BEST GOODS OBTAI NAD IM V.LWAY3 HANDLED

WANT

Town

HFSHHini

THE' l.fiOBY

THE OPTIC

How

life.

p

tta.
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"PAULINE WAYNE" IS PRESENT
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 19. A Tu
berculin Tested Cattle show, said to
be the first show of its kind ever held
iu this country,' opened at Devon to
day and will continue until the end of
the week, The purpos- - of the exhi
bition is to point the way to improv

to1

SuV-t-

whom

a

That property you want to sell isWORTH
me"
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nS
hear of your property unless it were advertised
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
Xand are anxious to find and pay cash for)
"used, machinery and furniture, article, ot
any
aorf, and musical instruments. V
As the classified ads. are read
'
V
by all possible
,
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the buyers of
V
of
flers
the
best markets!

L?
heT

,:

7ZT

"

"There's one thing 1 like about livPresident Tatt's
ing dairy cattle
ing In tbe city in summer."
"What's that?"
prize cow "Pauline Wayne," is among
"1 don't have to keep scrapping all
the star attractions of wo show,
the time with the Janitor for mor
team in the pipe."
The Uptle prints an the news.

Classified
h0

-

ANT Ads
Are Best
Marlcet Finders
ads. search out thejpeople
MIGHf
he

I!

ullfTtTt
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uAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
told him that a certain
other man was
the stamps, which had been
sold at cut rates, and he
declared that
ho had thouKht the
aWrapj were

LAWYER LIVED AH

siilt-tii-

THURSDAY,

SEPTEMBER

25 CENT "DANDERINE" FOR FALLING
HAIR AND

HAIR

DANDRUFF-GRO- WS

son-nin-

CROOKTOCATCil

-

"Then I put up a plant on Ihe" sus- IN A FEW MOMENTS YOUR HAIR
NO FALL
AND ABUNDANT
pect," said Mr. Hirst,
knew of a
young clerk In Forty-sexnstreet
who was thinking of
Surely try a "Danderlne Hair
sta.'tlag In business as a stamp otoker. I
Cleanse"
if you wish, to immediately
had cvd
conveyed to him
it 'would be a double the beauty of your hair. Just
HEARD HIS OWN tIFE THREATgood thing to hang out a shtnglt, as a moisten a cloth with Dauderine. and
ENED AND ONCE WAS NEAR- stamp broker.' Then I, had the pro draw
it carefully through your hair,
.
LY POISONED '4
' prietor of the Bronx store
tell the susv
.
one small strand at " time, this
taking
pect of the young1 clerk, with the reNew York, Sept.
the sult that the suspwt sold the stamps will cleanse the hair of dust, dirt or
detective work or a. young lawyer, ne had had
excessive oil- - in a few moments
in a Brooklyn any
Harold J. Hirst, in the' leg:il' depart- shop to him! printed
you will be amazed. Your tair will
i
f
'.
ment of the Spurry and Hutchison
"We nabbed him. He Is David Dorff be wavy, fluffy and abundant and possess an Incomparable softness, lustre,
company, wlio for seven moi ths posed of No. 308 East One Hundred and
First and
as a dip , and daily associated with street. We
luxuriance, the beauty and Brimwe
j
had
thought
stamped mer of true hair health.
a gang whose members knew he was out the trade
in the counterfeit
on their trail and talked in his
Besides beautifying the hair, one
pres- stamps, but soon they began to appear
ence of killing him when they found again. 'We afterward
of Danderlne dissolves ev
application
learned , that
him, what is alleged to have been a while Dorff had
to
do
with
nothing
countrywide conspiracy to counter- the big conspiracy, yet one of the men around crook, known, as '
Hop Harfeit railroad and steamship tickets who afterward was
implicated had ry.' I determined to paly 'Hop Harand the trading stamp of the Sperry had something to do with
providing ry' 'and the man who got his stamps
and Hutchinson company, has been ball for DorCf.
at.the plant agalut one another. By
uncovered and seven men arrested.
"A Brooklyn man, who owns real es- underhand mapns I introduced a third
Of the seven prisoners four are now tate worth $300,000, hard of what man into thi
gama, and nad 'Big
in the Tombs under Indictment for Doif f was doing and' decided there Jim' introduced him to
'Hop Harry.'
forgery and three are in the Oook was nothing criminal about the trade. This third man gave a big order to
county jail in Chicago. It is alleged So he financed a big printing shop 'Hop Harry' for the stamps. Then I
that they were backed financially by a and went into the business, of coun-- ; had this third man Introduced to the
Brooklyn man worth $300,000. During terfeitirg the stamps' with a gang.
member of the gang who got his
Mr. Hirst's Investigation in disguise
"But I'm getting ahead of my story stamps direct from the
plant. This
one, attempt was made to poison him When counterfeit . stamps began, to third man made better terms with the
appear in Brooklyn, I set' to work in man who had a direct source of supthrough & "doctored" cup of tea.
Although the men have been under earnest As a preparation I let my ply. Then, of course,' 'Hop Harry'
arrest for some months the details ol beard grow for several days.- - Then and the man who had. undersold him
the conspiracy did not thecoma known went over' into the section about the were at swords' points and 'Hop Har'navy yard and took a furnished room ry' soon became my stool pigeon, dei until yesterday, when it was learned
that one of the prisoners in the Tombs I posed as a 'dip' who had just come termined, to 'do'" the direct gupplj
confessed a day or two ago atod will from Chicago. I associated with both man. '.
" 'Hop Harry' shadowed this man to
be a witness for the state at the trials negro and white crooks.
was
find
in
out where the plant was, and I
"That
November
It
and
took
of the others.
u
'
me months to get, the confidence of had 'Hop Harry' shadowed.
In this
i
Discovery of the Fraud
It was learned last fall that coun- the people I was associating with. I way we learned where the plant was.
terfeit trading stamps were being sold determined first of all to have . a "While I was still working with the
to small merchants in the section of henchman. There was a negro, 'Big gang,- which hung out in
resorts, to find out the location
Brooklyn centering about the navy Jim,' who had clubbed and robbed a
man.
I
of
I
and
this
bim
the
on
also
got
big printing plant, I got the
yard. Housewives who appeared at
the premium stations of the stamp Won his friendship, so he became my tip from one of my stool pigeons that
'."
the 'gang; was going to send members
first stool pigeon. 'company naturally were disappointed
to Chicago to start a branch there,
"I
found
who
in
the
besoon,
gang
(out
when they were refused, premiums
Planned to Open Branches
cause of the fraudulent stamps on were handling the, stamps", but I did
I
"4n
not
asmove
as
had
to
want
not'
April three men, Samuel Rosen-bauthen,
,
their books. Mr. Hirst was then
soon
Nathan Hockman and Bernari
It
source
of
traced
the
case.
supply.
the
to
signed
Talks with merchants, he said yes appeared that one of the men was able Chapman, with 1,500,000 stamps, startThey began to sell
terday, led him to a pawnshop sales to go direct to "the printing "plant and ed for Chicago.
'
store In the Bronx. Ho approached get a supply. He sold them to others the stamps for $2 a thousand. We
. J traced the three to the house in Taythe proprietor with enough evidence of the gang.
"One1 of the gang was a general all- - lor Btreet, Chicago.
They were ar
to compel him to give aid. This man

LOOKS SOFT, FLUFFY, LUSTROUS
ING "HA IR OR DANDRUFF.
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ery particle of danduff; cleanses, purl
fies'and invigorates the scalp, forever
stopping itching and falling hair.
Danderlne is to the hair what fresh
showers of rain and sunshine are to
vegetation. It goes right to the roots,
invigorates and strengthens them. Its
exhilarating, stimulating and
properties cause the hair to
grow abundantly long, strong and
beautiful.
You can surely have pretty, soft,
lustrous hair, and lots of it, if you will
lust get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton'a
Danderlne from any drug store or
toilet counter and try it as directed.
on
rested and stamps were found
them. We also found correspondence
showing they were planning to open
branches in all of the big cities to
dispose of the output of their printin
ing office, which was to Include,
addition to the stamps, steamship and
railroad tickets.
"The three were Indicted by the
Cook county grand jury and held in
which they furnished.
$2,000 mail,
Then they jumped their bail sahd
came back to New York.
"We returned to New York and began a search for them. I went to the
home of one of them with two detectives. The man's wife, suspicious of
us, ocered us some tea. We refused
it . She said there was nothing the
matter with it and that she would
drink some of it. We told her to go
ahead. She promptly backed down.
A little later one of the fletectlves
took a swallow and became deadly
sick.
"Some time, after this we had the
woman down in the district attorney's
office on a subpoena. I asked her If
she had tried to poison me.
" "I did,' she said. T put something
in that tea to make you sick and I'd
-"
-..
do it again,'
1
"We arrested all of the three Chicago men and they were taken back
there and held for trial in $7,500 bail.
They are now in jail.
"Then I went back to the Brooklyn
haunts of the gang. By this time they
knew I was on their trail. They were
,

;

19,1912.

2EVEN

talking about what they'd do to mo
if they got me. One man, afterward
a prisoner, said:
"'We'll get him yet, and when we
do ,T1I pull a knife through his shoul
ders.

Louis

He was indk'tcd
Knchargky.
the Tombs.
"Of the prisoners in the Tombs Isidore Ilorowlta has confessed and will
be used as a witness for the stato. I
only regret that we did not succeed In
"Eventually I learned that the plant getting the rich Brooklyn man who
was at No. 192 Delancy street. With hacked the
printing plant Our eviCentral Office Detectives Brennecke, dence was not strong enough to war
Borsnan and Sullivan we raided the rant this arrest,"
We got three prisoners, Isi
place.
dore Horowitz, Aaron Horowitz, and
HOW'S THI8
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
Abraham Singer. They were indict
ed and ara now in the Tombs in de- ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
fault of $7,500 bail each.
Cure.
"We found in the pringting shop
F. J. CHENEY ft CO.. Toledo, O.
200,000 spurious trading stamps, pressWe, the undersigned, have known
es, perforating machines and copper F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
We also found samples of believe him perfectly honorable in all
plates.
New York Central railroad tickets and business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
of the steamship lines operating on by his firm.
the Great Lakes.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
The members of the gang were
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
easily making $5,000 a week.
nally, acting directly upon the blood
"The three prisoners were landed and mucous surfaces of the system.
in the Tombs on May 13. On May J6 Testimonials sent free. Pdice 75 cents
we arrested In Attorney street one per bottle. Sold by all drugists.constiTake Hall's Family Pills for
pation.

and

Is in

Running up and down stairs, sweeping and bending over making beds
will not make a woman healthy or
beautiful. She must get out of doors
walk a mile or two every day and
Chamberlain's Tablets to

take
Health is the foundation of all good
looks. The wise woman realizes this
and takes precautions to preserve her
health and strength through the pe
riod of child bearing. She remains a
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
possible the suffering and dangers of
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so long
in use, and accomplished so much
good, that It Is in no sense an experiment, but a preparation which always
produces the best results. It is for
external application and so penetrating
tn its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon in
volved during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tender
ness and soreness, and perfectly pre
pares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
used and endorsed by thousands of
mothers, and its use will prove a comfort and benefit
to any woman in
need of such a

im-

prove her digestion and regulate ber
bowels. For sale by all dealers.

Business';,

Directory
EL
GtTttALlUOl
'MRS. fit
fUJIT, Prep

Cor' Grand and Douglas Ave.
5ast Las Vegas, ti. M. '

i

;

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

416 Grand

Ave
Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
West Side Plasa . . . . Old Town

NOTICE,

H.

O.

YOUNG

Notice is hereby f Ten that the official paper of tne New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board will oa Eeptcn-be- r LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
and Uunsonth Bicycle ana
1, 1912, be changed from the Las Lock
Vegas Optic, of Las Vegas, N. M., to
General Repairing
the Roewell News, of Itoswell, New 520-6t- b
E. Las Vegas
Street
Mexico, After the abovft, date all notices of estrayi will be published In
the News.
Automobile, Carriage &
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
W. J. LINWOOD, Secretary.
N. 0. HERMAN

IQU PA ill TING

NOTICE TO AUTOMOBILE OWNERS
The license tax on autmobolles as
provided by Chapter 28, laws of 1912,
is due and payable before the 1st ot
October, 1912. Those who have not

Grand Ave

429

PLAZA HOTEL

yet applied for their license are re
quested to do so as soon before the
NEWLY REMODELED
first as they can conveniently do It,
Private Baths and Lavatories
in order to give the secretary ot state
Private Telephones
ample time in which to issue both SteaiJ Heat
remedy. Mother's
Friend is sold at
licenses and tags before the date
$2.50
Rates
per day and up,
drug stores. Write for free book foi above named.
AMERICAN PLAN
contains
which
expectant mothers,
ANTONIO LUCERO,
'
Special Rates by Week or Month
much valuable information.
Secretary of State.
BKADFIELD REGULATOR CO., AtluU, G.
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Two 'Las Vegas men were talking yeBterday morning about business

conditions throughout the country. One of them said:

"In the paat year I have traveled several thousands of miles and visited some of the largest cities in the country.
of towns

the size of Las Vegas and

I

f

I have been in thousands

can say truthfully that I have never run on to a place where business conditions were better than rlgjit here."

I

i

The other man remarked:

...

?,--

'

;

....

"(

"I spent some time "recently traveling in southwestern towns looking for a location, having made up my mind to leave Las Vegas,
iting the stores of numerous

merchants

back to stay."

'

In much

After

larger cities than our own I found they were cot doing the business that I did right here.

;;

vis-

I am

1

'.

'
,

Other people who know tell the same story.
The Optic has always tried to lead in boosting
You can help your business

and boost your town

for Las Vegas. It wants the entire community to Join in,
by- -

,

"

,

The Optic
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For sals Fresh oystera, just
the Bismark.

10

A. flMART
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compete 'in every ditaH, Union
Suits and Two Piece Oarmrnt in cl
Weights and Color.- We are exclusive
agents for
Is now
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BEGINS TOMORROW
EVENING AND CONTINUES 24
HOURS

YOM KIPPUR

The Santsy Fe supply car was in
at
Lna Vegas yesterday,
evening
Beginning tomorrow
leaving for the
sundown and continuing until Satursouth thla morning on an extra'.
day evening at the same time, the
obWhite Kitchen.
Honw cooklns Jewish people of Las Vegas will
Kip-puYom
of
solemn
feast
serve
the
Cleanliness. Good service.
Meals
25o. Special dinners
Sunday. No x- The day of atonement, or Yom Kip-putra charge.
ia the moat sacred of all Jewish
For the convenient 6 Of P.'irlv uhrm holy days. It occurs this year on Satpers the home cookery sale given by urday, September 21, beginning, as do
the Methodist ladies at tho Coors' all Jewish holidays,, on the evening
building will open at 9 o'clock next of the day previous and closing at
I.. .... n
sundown on that day.
oaiuruay mormmr.
4V
In the Jewish calendar it falls on
The Ladles' Aid of the Methodist ' the tenth day of the seventh month,
church will hold a bakery sale at the Tishri, and is the culmination of ten
Coors building next 'Saturday, open-i- days of solemn meditation and reflecat a. m. A full line, of bread, tion that began with the new year.
cake, pies, doughnuts, salad and baked It is ordained in Leviticus
beans will be sold at reasonable jis ecrlpturally known as a "Sabbath
' of Solemn rest," 1 e., of complete cesprices.
'
The greaf "Bucks' ' beaters
sation, from all ordinary avocations
This Includes even The great "Round Oak", heaters
Mrs. Faustina Grlego de Romero and occupations.
The "Great .Western" heaters
has applied for a divorce from her the satisfying the wants of ,the body.
husband, Matias itomero. She alleged The observant Jew abstains completeAll sizes at
prices
her husband deserted her five years ly from all food and drink during
when
Set
free
of us.
This
fast
of
the
continuance
the
day.
purchased
ago and has refused 'to contribute toward her Bupport. The couple were is the interpretation of the passage
married ten years ago. Mrs. Romero "ye shall afflict your souls on this
day" and is in keeping with the spirit
asks the custody of a minor child.
of the day, i e., the subordination of
Tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock the physical to the spiritual side ot
IS INJURED IN DENVER
,
Judge David J. Leahy will listen to our nature.
and
.to
la
a
devoted
prayer
day
the application of Conductor Thomp-kin- s It
and Porter John Smith, employes penitence, a day, whereon, through UNKNOWN PERSONS BEAT ED
of the Santa Fe, for a writ of habeas confession and contrition, the soul
UARDO JARAMILLO AND
t
to
corpus. Themen were arrested some aims to be at one with Its God,
FRACTURE HIS SKULL.
His
earn
pardon.
time ago, charged with causing the seek His mercy and
The ancient service., of the day,
death of a native named Apolonlo
Mrs. Manuel! ta Jaramillo left last
Martinez by putting him off a moving with its elaborate ritual and impos- night for Denver where She was eunu
train at pulton on September 2. Af- ing priestly sacrifice and confession- moned to the bedside of her son, Edter a hearing before JuBtice Felipe al has disappeared before the truer uardo JaramillOj wools suffering' with
Baca y Garcia they were, bound over spiritual significance, that makes it a fractured skull, received at the
to the grand jury under l,O00 bond. appeal to , each individual heart and hands of some unknown persons. Sev
to each single soul. The service lays
eral (lays ago Jaramillo, who Is em
Through their attorney, William J.
stress upon the Divine grace and merLuacs, they have applied for release
ployed , as watchman by the Denver
n
cy that are freely held out to the
on a writ of habeas corpus.
Wool Scouring plant, attacked his
and
breast through penitence
wife and beat her severely, it is said.
contrition.
The great lesson of the
A mishap befell
He then fled from the house. A boardWil
and an
liam J. Mills and party who were en day Is that a contrite heart
er summoned a policeman, who start
route by automobile from Las Vegas humble spirit are God's most, accept- ed In quest of Jaramillo. But, Indig
fountain
to Santa Fe yesterday, and they re able sacrifice and that the
nant friends of Mrs, Jaramillo found
of His freely" flowing of forgiveness
turned home last evening on Santa Fe
him first and when the police suc
'.
train No. 2.' The rear axle of the ben is exhaustless.
ceeded
in locating him, several hours
Services at Temple Moateflore Frizine buggy broke as. they were roll
5 8 p. m., and later, he was lying In a vacant lot at
20
at
September
h
East
ing along near Ribera and they were day
avenue and Wash
21, at 10 a. m.
forced to abandon the car and hike Saturday, September
Memorial
services Saturday after- ington street, suffering from a fracfor the railroad. John S. Clark, who
...
,
:(
noon at 3 : 30. Dr. Pelper will preach. ture of the skullv
was one of the party, came In on train
He Is near death at the county hosof Jewish merchants will be
Stores
No.' 10, Tant Governor Mills, his son,
closed all day Saturday, opening up pital and Mrs. Jaramillo Is confined
Wilson Mills, and Herbert Gehrlng reto her bed, nursing an ugly wound In
at 6 o'clock in the evening..
mained over until last evening. Wilher forehead.
liam Whalen, the garage man, went
No arrests have been made as yet,
out this morning to make repairs and
because of the inability of the "police
ANTONS LOSE AGAIN
to positively establish the "identity of
the machine will be brought to Las
For
the second time in as many any of the men wto
Vegas tonight or In the 'morning.
participated in
week the Anton team met defeat the attack upon Jaramillo. The inat the hands of the Lyon aggregation jured watchman is unable to make a
in the bowling tournament held Jast statement.
.
night on the alleys in the Elks' cjub
house. ,,Two out of the three games
were won by the Lyon quintette, the
Try a dram. of Ola Taylor fconrtion
.
series going to them by a score of at the Opera Bar.
The first game went
1,858 to. 1,841.
to Lyon and his crew b ya score of
by our new "pressing system"
621 to 616, and they copped onto the
A nine room furnished house for
it has the same attractive apsecond contest by a score of 627 to rent. ' Inquire of Cutler Bros.
592. Anton and his gang won the last
pearance that it has when
new. Our process gives the
game by a score of 633 to 610.
Alfred Lnjan rolled the high score
shirt the proper stiffness withIn a single game, O'MaJley coming In
out that harsh, board-lika close second. The former's score
EVERY DAY IP
effect:
was 162 and the latter's 155. O'Mal-le- y
rolled high in the entire tournaAnd, owing to the fact that
ment, with a score of, 45. W. Hoke
there is no friction used to
bowled second In', the series with a
iron' your garments, by this
score
of 412.
.
.
method, there is positively
Jfa winning last night's contest the
'no opportunity for unnecesLyofn aggregation won the right to
sary wear.
compete with the Kelly team for the
Ciiy
Our "press ironers" make , championship of the alleys. This
tournament will be held next week.
fit
look bet-

This store will be closed Saturday during the
day, but will be open in the evening from 6 to .9 o'clock.
N. B.
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drawers. ' Perfect convenience and
comfort without a single objection
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the idearundergarment for men. Try
this tJil trtd Vou will never go back to
.two piece suit or old style union suit
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cmooth, elastic, no seam
and closed like a pair of
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White Cat Brand
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Fall aiid Vinier Unflervear

ROSENTHAL'
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Opponite the Y. M. C, A.

Fiach'g Golden Wedding Rye, gsd
In the wood. Elrect from
distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of eouraa
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THINK 01'

FAST TO BE

See Van Pettea for Insurance.
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WHEN YOU THINK OF STOVES
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Combines more sa'ent

fea-- 1

jures than any heater on
TOE MARKET.

...

Let us demonstrate it

sin-lade-

GROCECR

dlaqt.

mJWT'
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j if is
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J. H. STEARNS

CON- -

SIDERATI0N. The Fire side

,

3 Bunches For 25c

It is time for STOVE

EE- -

FORE YOU buy.
We can save you money

(

0

a SECOND HAND stove.
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Forty-sevent-
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EL
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sum Sp'

The Fire Side
Hot oia

If

3If it may be termed a science

must

include a nieaiis i (if presenting the
to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.
To reach this
proposition

class in the fiOKthv:ast'.usS1he
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Farms
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f:M:'TRA7Fil

Your Shitt

Is Laundered
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

The
Science of
Selling

.m

the

WANT COLUMNS
.

cf "cld i::::esteas"

FLC0.1

e

Our sales increase daily jby SUCH acknowledgment of
its superiority and selling qualities.

FRESH

tlie Besl in The

Order "Oid Ilomestead" from your grocer or merchant

your linens

and

CHARDE"iLFELD CO.
y

5

Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and Albuquerque

ter and wear better.

t

Is

TRY OUR WORK

Home of

fix Cast of EverySLig Eafila
,

v

i

t

,

Fresh 'Every Bay
:

Phone Main

'

i'

.

Dread, Fvolls. Cookies, Pi :s", CaJies
Doughnuts, Fried Cakes and Cir-

-

IT IS

W

Are

i

AT THE GRAAF & HAYVARD CO. STORE

TAKE YOUR PLANTS IN FOB TEE WINTER:

ORDER. YOUR. FLOWER POTS
5
7

inch.."..

8
10 inch..
12 inch

for

2
.

'

"

JeiiorsonKaynoIds Prfisident

E. D.jRaynolds Vice President'
Stephen sli. Davia--- Vice President

jj

CccMes, Pies, Cakes,

,

Doughnuts,

'Friel.'Cies

.

Hai?utt
H.

Cashier
E.lo Kohc Asst Cashier
Ra;-.oi-

U3

,

ml:

FmStiATIONAL; BANK

Cess

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

iQc

.........

inch, 15c or
inch......
inch.
st

Bread, RcIIs,

Cb'css-c-

3 inch, 3 for.
4 inch , 5c or 6 for
6

-

.2

617 Doughs

61

;

.

B&kery Goods, The Dest in the City"
f

rramnn Il.olls

Las .Vegas Sieatn
Laundry
"

The price of lemons, within the
last few days, has soared to 50 cents
a dozen, or five cents apiece. This
raise in all probability is dde to the
short crop of this season. Other fruits
are reasonablly low mis year, the
crops having been gojd. Peaches are
unusually plentiful and .are within aie
reach of everyone.

25c

i

.

;

....... 25c

v

....;

.i;
f .

tT,.
'...'...".

'

.;.

FLORISTS

. .

25
i

:e ferry onion a son
&

Capital,

$100,000'

SrRFLTj.s,"

and Ukdividsd Pkofits $35, 000

25c

.

.

SEEDSMEN

.. ..10c

'

an" 35c

Our Depositors Receive Every Courte.sy ar:;l
commodation Vi'iMii
Scope cf CooJ C

:..'.. '50c

.....

.

tc

8.5c

"Ttie Store of Satisfaction"
Fllone

Vests

Ul

P. S. Ne xt Door to POST OFFICE

:

I

Trade demands this flour to such extent that local competitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
methods of obtaining supply of "Old Ilomestead."

BAKERY GOODS

OPTIC

suFEr.iuidTY

ARAIfT

Ac-
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